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Abstract
Research in the field of complex fluids such as polymer solutions, particulate suspensions and
foams studies how the flow o f fluids with different material parameters changes as a result
of various constraints. Surface Evolver, the standard solver software used to generate foam
simulations, provides large, complex, time-dependent data sets with hundreds or thousands of
individual bubbles and thousands of time steps. However this software has limited visualization
capabilities, and no foam specific visualization software exists. We describe the foam research
application area where, we believe, visualization has an im portant role to play. We present a
novel application, called Foam Vis, that provides various techniques for visualization, exploration
and analysis of foam simulation data. Foam Vis can visualize individual time steps or produce
time-dependent visualizations. It can process a simulation or it can facilitate comparison of
several related simulations. We show new features in foam simulation data and new insights
into foam behavior discovered using our application. Based on the many research questions that
domain experts are able to address, we believe we provide a valuable tool for visualization and
analysis of data in the foam research community.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
“Visualize this thing that you want, see it, feel it, believe in it. Make your
mental blue print, and begin to build.”
- Robert Collier (1885-1950)1
M odem society is confronted with a data explosion. Wide availability and improved
performance of sensors enable the acquisition o f ever increasing amounts of data. Examples
include medical, weather, engineering and video surveillance data. Increased computation and
storage abilities of computers enable perform ing large simulations that generate terabytes or
petabytes of data. That data needs to be stored, explored and analyzed. The Internet, social
media, and the increasing number of smart phones allow users to generate vast amounts of data,
such as video, pictures and communication, that have to be managed and can be m ined for
information. The Economist refers to this phenomenon as the Big Data [EcolO]. Understanding
and extracting value from Big Data is thought to be the next frontier for innovation, competition,
and productivity [Ins 11 ] in the global economy.

1.1

Visualization

Visualization is an application area o f com puter science, where computer generated images
are used to represent data. The goal of visualization is to help people understand or gain new
insights into their data. Visualization was bom because customers in science, aerospace and
the biomedical field needed a way to process and understand the large amounts of data they
were generating [Lor04]. Computer graphics, a related field, that studies the creation and
manipulation of visual content, focuses more on creating reality for the animation, movie and
game industries.
Visualization is used when a problem is not sufficiently well defined for a computer to handle
automatically [Mun09]. If an algorithm exists that can completely replace human judgm ent,
visualization is not usually required. Visualization functions as a form of external memory for
our brain. We can represent and store data on the computer screen instead of representing it in
1Robert Collier was an American author o f self-help, and N ew Thought metaphysical books in the 20th century.
(G oogle)
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dK/dt

dS/dt

Data

Visualization

User

Figure 1.1: A model of visualization [VW05]. Boxes denote containers: D - data; S - speci
fications for visualization such as algorithms and their parameters, navigation, selection, and
encoding; K - knowledge of the user. Circles denote processes: V - visualization; P - perception
of the user; E - interactive exploration of data in which the user changes the specification (S) for
visualization. Data D is transformed (visualized) according to a specification S into an image
I. The image is perceived (P) by a user with an increase in his knowledge K as a result. The
user may decide to adapt the specification (S) for visualization using interactive exploration E
in order to explore the data further.

our mind. In “reading” this data, we take advantage of the the visual system, a high bandwidth
information channel to the brain that enables processing at pre-conscious level. Visualization is
used to generate new hypothesis for unfamiliar datasets, confirm existing hypothesis for partially
understood datasets or present information about a known dataset to users unfamiliar with it.
A generic model for visualization that identifies its major components and clarifies its
processes and goals is presented by VanWijk [VW05]. Data (D) is visualized (V) according to
a specification (S) (Fig 1.1). The image produced (I) is perceived (P) by a user leading to an
increase in their knowledge (K). The user may modify the visualization specification (S) through
interactive exploration (E) to produce new visualizations. Using this iterative process, the user
will acquire new knowledge that depends on the visualization method, on the specification used
to produce it, on the perception and cognition of the user and on their current knowledge.
The visualization process V consists of a series of steps that manipulate data D and ultimately
delivers an image I [Tel08] (Figure 1.2). In the first step, raw data is imported into a specific
2
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Data
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Figure 1.2: The visualization pipeline. Boxes denote containers and circles denote pro
cesses [Tel08].

dataset implementation. This can be as simple as loading the data from an external representation
(disc or database), may involve converting from text (parsing), resampling data from the
continuous to the discrete domain, or from one resolution or grid type to another. The imported
dataset may contain too much data or data may be organized such that research questions
can not be answered efficiently. The filtering and enrichment step is where the dataset is
transformed and optimized for the desired visualization. Operations may include building
hierarchical representations, mesh optimizations, feature extraction, zooming and panning or
conversions from one dataset to another. The result is an enriched and optimized dataset that
directly represents features of interest and can be used to efficiently answer scientific questions.
The next step maps the enriched dataset into the visual domain. This creates a 2D or 3D scene
which contains a set of visual features that correspond to dataset features. Each visual feature is
typically a colored, shaded, textured and animated 2D or 3D shape with a specific position and
size. Each of these attributes (color, illumination, texture, shape, position and size) can be used
to encode attributes of the data. The mapping step is the operation in the visualization pipeline
that is m ost specific to the visualization field. Importing, and filtering shares techniques with
computer graphics, computer vision and signal processing while the last step in the pipeline, the
render step, applies computer graphics techniques to render a 2D or 3D scene.
Based on the type of data it works on, visualization has two fields: scientific visualization
and information visualization. Scientific visualization concentrates on datasets that contain
a sampling of continuous quantities over the three dimensional space. On the other hand,
information visualization works on abstract data that does not have an explicit spatial association
such as graphs, trees, database tables, text and computer software. A m ajor challenges in
information visualization is to find an appropriate mapping between abstract data and space.
One o f the m ost intuitive and wide spread [Tel08] taxonomies of scientific visualization
algorithms (the mapping step in the visualization pipeline) is based on the type of attribute
they work on. These techniques include scalar, vector and tensor visualization methods. Com
plementary algorithms can be used to modify the domain representation rather than show the
attributes. These techniques include grid warping techniques, cutting and selection techniques,
and resampling.

1.2

Contributions

In his significant work “On the Death of Visualization” [Lor04], Lorensen argues that visu
alization is in decline because it has lost its customers, the scientists. He argues that close
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relationship with life and physical sciences as well as alliances with other fields will provide the
cure because they would expose our community to exciting application areas and present us
with new and challenging problems.
Lorensen’s insights inspired us to pursue scientific work in collaboration with physicists
studying dynamic behavior of foam. We chose this collaboration field because we were
intrigued by the challenges and potential benefits of improving the scientists’ understanding
of general foam behavior while little visualization work has been published in this area in the
past [LLCD11]. We met our collaborators through the Research Institute of Visual Computing
(RIVIC)[RIV10], a collaboration between research programs in Aberystwyth, Bangor, Cardiff
and Swansea Universities. The goals of the institute are to make Wales an internationally leading
country in visualization and other visual computing fields.
Liquid foams have im portant practical applications which include mineral separation, en
hanced oil recovery, fire fighting, food and beverage productions. Foam research can help
to improve the quality of products and efficiency of processes in these areas by predicting
and controlling foam behavior. We give one example of financial benefits obtained through
improving scientists’ understanding of foam behavior.
In the mineral separation process, extracted rock is ground up, and then it is separated based
on their hydrophobicity. Chemically treated minerals are hydrophobic, so when the grind is
washed with foam, minerals stick to the bubbles while rock sinks to the bottom of the foam
solution. The created froth is transported away for further processing. Improving this process
has significant financial benefits. In a typical mine, about 90% of the mineral is recovered. An
extra 1% mineral recovered is worth 20 millions dollars a year [Cill 1]. It is estimated that 5%
of the energy consumed globally goes into grinding rock [Cill 1]. Increasing the size of particles
that can be separated, by improving the froth flotation process, will result in important energy
savings.
Our main contribution is FoamVis, the first comprehensive visualization tool for timedependent foam simulation data. Chapter 2 presents background information about foam and
its simulation and it describes sample simulations studied with our visualization tool. We
outline questions to which foam scientists seek answers, both in general and specifically for
the presented simulations. We conclude by presenting existing visualization methods that foam
scientists use to analyze foam simulations. In Chapter 3 we present the main foam research
challenges and describe visualization solutions to address these challenges. We show individual
time-step and time-dependent visualizations as well as solutions designed to enable comparison
of related simulations. In Chapter 4 we describe relevant design and implementation notes that
would allow a visualization scientist to extend the FoamVis system with new algorithms and
adapt it to new requirements. Our work is a design study: we describe visualization solutions
that address foam research challenges and we show, in Chapter 5, how scientists using our tool
make new discoveries, validate hypotheses, and gain insights into foam behavior.
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Chapter 2

Foam Research
“A meringue is really nothing but a foam. And what is a foam after all, but a
big collection of bubbles? And w hat’s a bubble? It’s basically a very flimsy little
latticework o f proteins draped with water. We add sugar to this structure, which
strengthens it. But things can, and do, go wrong.”
- Alton B rown1

2.1

Introduction

Liquid foams have im portant practical applications in areas such as mineral separation, oil
recovery, food and beverage production, cleaning and fire extinguishing [WH99]. Foam research
can help to improve the quality of products and efficiency of processes in these areas by
predicting and controlling foam behavior.
Foams are probably most seen in everyday life in cleaning products, however their presence
is mostly due to consumer demands. Foam’s ability to cling to a surface until washed away gives
the perception that is better for washing but that is not the case [PK96]. Due to the presence
of hydrocarbons in everyday life, extinguishing a fire with water is not only impossible but
can be very dangerous. Water is too dense therefore it sinks below the surface o f a burning
liquid hydrocarbon where it can boil and explode, often with catastrophic consequences. Foam
is much lighter than water so it flows over a burning liquid hydrocarbon providing a barrier
and removing the supply o f oxygen to the fire. The work presented in this thesis improves
the general understanding o f foam response which is of interest to manufacturers o f cleaning
products and in fire fighting.
In m ineral separation ground ore is washed with foam. The efficiency of the separation
o f mineral from rock depends on how particles with different properties interact with foam.
Some food products contain objects such as raisins or nuts within a solid foam. It is desirable to
have the objects spread out throughout the product instead of being concentrated at the bottom
due to gravity. Thus, a manufacturer needs to know what kind o f liquid foam precursor is
needed to support these objects so that it can make the best product in a competitive market.
’ Alton Crawford Brown is an American television personality, celebrity chef, author, actor, and cinematographer.
(W ikipedia)
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Scientists idealize these processes by considering falling objects in an otherwise stationary
foam (Figure 2.3).
For enhanced oil extraction, foam is pushed through porous rock to displace oil. Domain
experts want to understand how the tortuous geometry of the rock pores affects the flow of foam.
An important question related to this process is outlined next. When forced to flow through
a constricted channel, many complex fluids, such as polymer melts, show regions in which
material circulates in the upstream comers (salient comer vortices). As a consequence, material
issuing from the channel can show markedly different ages, and therefore possibly different
properties, and the flow-rate for a given pressure drop will change. In the case of foams, such
recirculation may lead to particles dropping out of the foam before they can be captured or, in
the case of food foams, material becoming unusable because of its age. Scientists are interested
in determining if and when such recirculation occurs for various channel geometries. During the
processing of many materials, including foams, extrusion is often used to fill moulds and trigger
foaming. An important research question is how to design an optimal container shape to deliver
the foam in such a way that its properties, such as bubble size and deformation, are controlled.
The constriction simulations (Section 2.3) idealize the described processes and facilitate their
study.
In contrast to solid foams constructed from, for example, aluminum or polyurethane, liquid
foams evolve in time, presenting a more difficult challenge for researchers. Physicists use
simulation to study basic properties of foam that are still not well understood. For example, can
the path that a bubble traverses be predicted? How do bubbles and soap films behave under
stress and shear? To what extent do objects falling through a foam interact [Dav09]? Does the
whole foam flow when pushed through a constricted geometry?
The main goal of foam research is to determine foam behavior from measurable properties
such as bubble size and its distribution, liquid fraction, and surface tension. One way to study
this dependence is to simulate foam at the bubble level. This type of simulation makes it possible
to model foam properties and see their influence on general foam behavior, to better inform
continuum models of foam dynamics, and to make direct comparison with experiments. Surface
Evolver (SE) [Bra92] is the de facto standard for studying foam simulations at the bubble-scale,
which are the most accurate both in terms of structure and flow.

2.2

Background

We show a continuum model of foam rheology and present equilibrium laws that determine
foam structure. This section informs our visualization work for foam simulation data.

2.2.1

A Continuum Model of Foam Rheology

An aqueous foam is a two-phase material, for example detergent-laden water and air, yet its
response can often be solid-like. To accurately predict the rheological properties of foams,
including stiffness (shear modulus) and viscosity as well as the complex response described in
Equation (2.1), requires a treatment that differs from the usual methods for predicting fluid flow.
The solid-like properties are often attributed to a shear modulus, defined as the derivative of
stress with respect to strain. Plasticity is described by a yield stress ay, that is, a critical applied
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stress <7 below which the material does not flow, and then fluid-like properties are captured by
an effective viscosity, defined loosely as stress divided by strain rate y. Both the yield stress and
the rate of strain are part of the Herschel-Bulkley constitutive relation, well-known in the field
of complex fluids:
(2. 1)

where K (consistency) and 0 < n < 1 (power-low exponent) are fitting parameters [KMv08,
Den08]. Such an expression for the stress can now be implemented in a number of commercial
CFD packages as a generalized Newtonian model. W hat is unclear in this approach is the
dependence of the parameters K and n on material properties, for example bubble size (and its
distribution) and liquid fraction.
A possible solution simulates foams at the bubble scale, where these contributions can be
teased out [CW06]. Surface Evolver (SE) allows a precise representation of the bubbles based
upon the observation that a soap film minimizes its surface area. In contrast to other methods,
SE can span a large range of liquid fractions and allows for the container geometry to be varied.
It is the only standard method that allows the bubble pressures to be calculated, because of its
precision. Indeed, where accuracy is required, both in terms of static structure and rheology/fiow,
SE is the de facto standard for foam simulation.
A challenge o f using SE to simulate foam behavior, at least for bulk flows (flow far from
the walls o f the foam container), is to be able to simulate a sufficiently large num ber of
bubbles to accurately reflect reality. Thus, many simulations are performed in two dimensions,
where simulation time scales with the number of bubbles slightly greater than linear [Wyn09].
Fortuitously, a good approximation to a two-dimensional foam can also be made experimentally,
for example by squeezing bubbles between parallel glass plates [Smi52] or using the Bragg
bubble raft [BN47], thus providing a means to validate simulations.

2.2.2

Foam Structure

Foam is a two-phase system of gas bubbles separated by a thin liquid network. The liquid-gas
interface of the foam follows specific equilibrium laws that determine its local structure.
Surface tension causes soap films to m inimize their area. Surface tension results from an
imbalance o f the cohesive forces between molecules. These forces act on a molecule in the
liquid from all directions while they act on a molecule at the surface of the liquid only from
inside the liquid. If surface molecules would be displaced slightly, they would be attracted back
by nearby molecules. This causes a soap film to act as if it were a stretched elastic membrane.
Surface tension can be viewed as the result of forces acting in the plane of the surface tending
to minimize its area [bri 14].
Laplace-Young law links the curvature of the film separating bubbles {k) with the pressure
difference across the gas-liquid-gas interface (Ap) and the film surface tension (2y): Ap = 2yic.
In two-dimensions, films have a single curvature so they are circular arcs. In this case, the film
curvature is given by k = 1/ r , where r is the radius of the circular arc (see Figure 2.1).
Plateau observed [Pla73] that minimization of film areas results in geometrical constrains.
Plateau law states that for dry foams at equilibrium films always m eet threefold at an angle
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120°
120'

120'

Figure 2.1: The structure of a dry, two-dimensional foam. Bubbles are separated by films which
are circular arcs with curvature dependent on bubble pressure and surface tension. Films meet
threefold at 120° angles.

of 120° to each other (see Figure 2.1). This result was proved by Taylor [Tay76], more than a
hundred years after Plateau stated it.
An important foam parameter is the liquid fraction, which indicates where a given foam lies
between the limits of a dry foam, in which the liquid walls of the structure (soap films) are thin
and the gas bubbles polyhedral, and a wet foam, in which the gas bubbles are spherical. Liquid
fraction is defined as 4> = Vi/Vg, where V/ and Vg are, respectively, the volumes of liquid and
gas in the foam. A 2D foam with 4> = 0.16 resembles a close packing of circular discs [Dav09].
Our work focuses on simulations o f dry foam where <I> < .05. In this case, most of the liquid
is contained within the Plateau borders of the foam, which are channels of finite width that
replace the lines in a dry foam. Further more the simulations we examine consider an ideal dry
foam with 0 = 0.

2.3

Foam Simulation Cases

Foam dynamics studies physical processes that affect the structure of foam. These processes
include coarsening, drainage and rheology.
Coarsening is a process in foam where gas diffuses from one bubble to another so that some
bubbles grow and others shrink and may disappear altogether [WH99]. In drainage, the liquid
in foam drains downwards because of gravity, viscous forces oppose this and surface tension
provides a “capillary” effect such that at equilibrium, some liquid is kept in the foam. These
processes are ignored in the simulations we study, so building specific visualizations to study
them is left for future work.
Our main goal is to help foam scientists to improve predictions of the complex rheology of
foam. Foam behaves like an elastic solid under low stress meaning that it is able to return to its
original form once the applied stress is removed. Its elastic modulus is of the order of 10 Pa, in

2.3. Foam Sim ulation C ases

Figure 2.2: Topological change (T1 event). The three images show time steps t=20, t=72
and t=73 in the constriction simulation. A T1 event can be observed between the bubbles
color-mapped by velocity magnitude. In the left image bubbles meet only at three-fold vertices,
with bubbles 1 and 3 touching. The four bubbles move to an unstable configuration in which
they meet at a four-fold vertex in the middle image. Note the high velocity that bubbles have
after the T1 event. The right image shows the four bubbles after the T1 event where now bubbles
2 and 4 touch.

comparison with the value for 8 x 10l() Pa for steel [WH99]. Foam elastic behavior is entirely
due to the surface tension of the soap films. Bubbles become elongated or squeezed without
rearranging.
Foam behaves like a plastic solid as applied stress is increased which means that foam
permanently deforms. When the applied stress forces two three-fold vertices to approach each
other and move into an energetically unstable topology of a four-fold vertex, the films rearrange
to minimize the foam ’s total energy (see Figure 2.2).
Foam behaves like a liquid for stress greater than an yield stress. Liquids exhibit viscosity
which is a measure of their internal resistance to flow. In the simulations examined, viscous
effects of the foam are deemed negligible.
To probe the rheology of foam, we consider two simulation groups containing related
simulations: constriction and sedimenting objects. The simulations in both groups are periodic
in the direction of motion. The constriction simulation group contains two simulations, one with
a square-constriction and one with a rounded-constriction (Figure 3.7). They simulate a 2D
polydisperse (bubbles with different volumes) foam flowing through a constricted channel, with
725 bubbles and 1000 time steps. The channel has unit length and the length of the constricted
region is 0.148. Its width is 0.5 and the width of the constricted region is 0.24. The simulations
differ from each other in the geometry of the constriction. The radius of the circles creating
the rounded com ers of the constriction (Figure 3.2) is 0.014 for the square-constriction and
0.069 for the rounded-constriction. These simulations subject foam to different kinds of stress
simultaneously and are therefore a testing ground from which to validate the approximations in
the model against experiment.
The falling objects simulations group contains the sedimenting ellipse/discs simulations
(Figure 5.5) and the falling disc/sphere simulations (Figure 5.8). We wish to understand the
interaction between two sedimenting discs by comparing it with the (simpler) behavior of a
sedimenting ellipse. We wish to compare and validate the 2D falling disc simulation with the
3D falling sphere simulation.
Sedimenting-discs simulates two discs falling through a monodisperse (bubbles having equal
volume) foam under gravity. It contains 330 time steps and simulates 2200 bubbles. The two
9
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discs are initially side-by-side and in close proximity. As they fall, they interact with the foam
and with each other and rotate towards a stable orientation in which the line that connects their
centers is parallel to gravity. There are two forces acting on each disc in addition to its weight.
A pressure force results from each adjacent bubble pushing against it, while a network force
arises because each contacting soap film pulls normal to the circumference with the force of
surface tension. Due to the flow, the distribution of films and bubbles pressures around each
disc is not uniform (for example, there is a high density of films above each disc, leading to a
large, upward, network force there), resulting in a non-zero resultant force.
Sedimenting-ellipse simulates an ellipse falling through a monodisperse foam under gravity.
This simulation contains 540 time steps and simulates 600 bubbles. The major axis of the ellipse
is initially horizontal. As the ellipse falls, it rotates toward a stable orientation in which its major
axis is parallel to gravity. As for the sedimenting discs, a network and pressure force act on
the ellipse and, due to its shape, they give rise to a non-zero torque that rotates it. We seek to
validate the idea that the anisotropic two disc system responds to the foam-induced forces in the
same way as an elliptical object.
For the falling disc/sphere simulations we have 254 time steps and 1500 bubbles in 2D and
208 time steps and 144 bubbles in 3D. Note that the number of bubbles that we are able to
simulate in 3D is severely restricted by the duration of the simulation. These simulations are
variations of the classic Stokes experiment [Sto51] that is used to probe the rheology of a 2D
foam and for which there is a great deal of experimental data. The Stokes experiment is the
basis of the falling-ball viscometer that is used to measure the viscosity of a fluid. A spherical
ball is left to fall under its weight in a cylindrical tube filled with the fluid to be measured. The
terminal velocity of the ball is measured and the viscosity of the fluid is deduced using the
Stokes’ law that links the force applied to the ball (gravity) to viscosity, radius of the sphere and
its velocity.
The falling objects simulations are relevant to industrial processes in separation and oil
recovery [WH99]. For these simulations, we address a number of research questions. Do the
two discs act as a large ellipse so is it possible to think of a torque acting on the system? If
the answer to this question is positive, this will explain the complex behavior of two discs
sedimenting in foam, where one disc rotates around the other. For the constriction simulations
how does the foam respond to differences in container shape, and can it lead to non-trivial flow,
such as recirculation and the recycling of material? In general - under what circumstances does
a foam respond plastically or elastically? How does changing the container, or the object shape,
affect that balance?

2.4 Simulation Method
The initial structure for each simulation is created from a Voronoi tessellation of the unit square,
with random seeds and periodic boundary conditions. Bubbles are removed from two opposite
sides to leave a structure which is only periodic in one direction, with vertices fixed to solid
walls in the other direction (Figure 2.3). The domain scientists use the Surface Evolver, a finite
element code, in a mode in which each film is represented as a circular arc, to find a realistic
foam structure by minimizing the total film length subject to the prescribed bubble areas.
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During this minimization, topological changes (T ls) (Figure 2.2) are triggered by deleting
each film that shrinks below a critical cut-off length lc and allowing a new film to form in
a perpendicular direction to complete the process. The critical length lc is a measure of the
effective liquid fraction <£.
To apply a pressure gradient to the foam, a line of films spanning the channel is moved
downstream by a small distance (constriction). A sedimenting disc is moved a small distance in
the direction of the resultant force on it. In both cases, this motion is followed by a reduction
of the film length to a local minimum (in the sedimenting discs simulation, the discs are fixed
during the minimization). Either non-slip (films attached to the wall do not move because of high
friction; sedimenting-discs) or free slip (no resistance to m otion along the wall; constriction)
boundary conditions can be applied at the channel walls. In this way, the foam passes through a
sequence of equilibrium states, appropriate to an applied strain with strain rate much lower than
the rate of equilibration after T ls.

2.5 Foam Research Questions
Foam scientists’ main goal is to develop a model that successfully predicts foam behavior
from m easurable properties such as bubble size, disorder and liquid fraction. It is the aim
of simulations to identify and separate the influences of these properties on foam response.
Matching simulated foam behavior with experiments provides validation for the simulations.
We outline specific questions that foam scientists try to answer about the presented sim
ulations. For the simulation of foam flow through a constricted channel im portant questions
include: For what range of parameters can recirculation zones be found in the upstream comers?
That is, are there regions where bubbles are trapped and move in circles (or not at all) rather
than downstream, therefore not contributing to the transport of material? W hat is the pressure
drop required to force the flow through a given constricted geometry? Important questions for
the simulation of sedimenting discs include: Do the two discs descend at the same speed? Do
they interact? If so, why, and under what conditions? How do the forces exerted on each disc
influence its motion and how do they depend on their relative position? For any foam simulation:
what effects do topological changes (T ls) have, and for how far do these effects extend?

2.6

Standard Methods for Foam Visualization

We identify the properties of the foam in which we are interested and the standard methods of
visualizing the simulations using the constriction example.
Firstly, each bubble acts as a tracer, so its velocity, defined as the motion of the center
of mass, provides traditional information about the flow: velocity vectors, trace streamlines
and velocity components. In addition, each bubble has a well-defined pressure, which, when
averaged over the duration of the simulation, can, as for velocity, be visualized using color
mapping or slices across and along the flow direction. A further benefit of the use of bubbles
as tracers is that their deformation gives information about the local strain. Quantities such as
the texture tensor [GDRM08], which takes an average of distances between bubble centers in a
given representative volume element, can also be displayed as color maps, slices, and ellipses.
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Figure 2.3: Typical visualizations used by the domain experts. Images are visualizations of the
simulation of foam flow through a constriction [JDS+ 11 ] and of the simulation of two discs
falling through a foam [Dav09]. The left-top image shows an instantaneous image of the foam
flowing through a constriction. The left-bottom image shows velocity magnitude averaged over
all time steps over a 60x30 grid. The middle image shows time step t = 0 of the discs falling
through a foam simulation. The right image shows time step / = 0 of the ellipse falling through
a foam simulation. Note that the elliptical object is represented by a void in the foam.

Finally, the skeletonized views of the foam can themselves be animated. Figure 2.3 shows
examples of standard visualizations used by the domain experts.
Standard animation of the foam skeleton makes the analysis and visualization of individual
bubbles extremely difficult over many time steps. The standard averaging techniques do not
provide very much detail and are not well suited for the simulation of sedimenting discs. Line
graphs decouple important information from the space-time domain. We demonstrate how our
visualizations address these drawbacks.
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Chapter 3

Foam Visualization
“W hat lies behind you and what lies in front of you, pales in comparison to
what lies inside of you.”
- Ralph Waldo Emerson (1803-1882)1

3.1

Motivation

The main goal of foam research is to determine foam behavior from m easurable properties
such as bubble size and its distribution, liquid fraction, and surface tension. One way to study
this dependence is to simulate foam at the bubble level using Surface Evolver (SE) [Bra92].
This type o f simulation makes it possible to model foam properties and see their influence on
general foam behavior, to better inform continuum models o f foam dynamics, and to make
direct comparison with experiments.
Foam scientists work with dozens of simulations with a wide range of simulation parameters.
Examples include foam container properties (such as channel geometry), foam attributes (such
as bubble size and distribution, liquid fraction and surface tension) or the properties of objects
interacting with foam (such as particle shape, size or position). The goal of varying these
parameters is to model the foam response and to validate simulation against experiments.
Foam scientists use 2D foam simulations to model foam behavior as it is simpler to simulate
and analyze. A 2D foam can be created experimentally by squeezing bubbles between parallel
glass plates [Smi52], thus providing a means to validate simulations. However, most real foams
are 3D. Two-dimensional foam simulations m ight introduce additional errors and 2D foam
experiments suffer from effects such as wall drag. Foam scientists would like to evaluate 3D
foam simulations and assess and analyze differences between 2D and 3D simulations, but few
visualization solutions exist for 3D foam simulation data.
This work concentrates on specific challenges posed to researchers by Surface Evolver foam
simulations.
1Ralph W aldo Emerson was an Am erican essayist, lecturer, and poet, w ho led the Transcendentalist m ovem ent
o f the m id-19th century. (W ikipedia)
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1. Access to simulation data is difficult and requires domain specific knowledge. Parsing
and special processing are required to access the full simulation data. Important bubble
attributes are not provided by the simulation but inferred using domain specific knowledge.
2. Triggers to various foam behaviors are difficult to infer. Multiple attributes have to be
examined and foam properties have to be taken into account. Topological changes (Tls),
in which bubbles swap neighbors, have to be considered.
3. It is challenging to visualize general foam behavior. While bubble-scale simulation makes
it possible to investigate the influences that material properties have on general foam
behavior, it makes it difficult to visualize the general behavior that is of primary interest.
Simulation data is complex (unstructured grid with polygonal cells) and time-dependent,
with large fluctuations in the values of attributes determined by changes in the topology
of the soap film network (Tls).
4. The large number of existing simulations and the variety of simulation parameters makes it
difficult to manage simulation data and to understand the influence that simulation param
eters have on foam behavior. Comparing related datasets results in a better understanding
of various foam behaviors, however previous tools do not facilitate that.
These challenges make it difficult to use a general purpose visualization tool for foam
simulations. Domain experts’ visualizations only partially address these challenges. They may
require intervention in the simulation code and potentially recomputing the simulations for
summarizing and saving the relevant data. Their standard visualizations do not have the ability
to explore and analyze the data through navigation, selection and encoding operations. They do
not have the high level of detail and speed that is achieved using graphics hardware. We address
shortcomings of existing visualizations used by domain experts and we provide visualizations to
address foam research challenges. To the best of our knowledge, no visualization software exists
for foam simulations modeled with SE. Foam Vis fills this void by providing a comprehensive
solution which facilitates advanced examination and analysis of foam simulation data.

3.2 Related Work
In our survey of the literature [LLC+ 12], very little work in visualization of time-dependent,
physically accurate foam simulation data has been published. We present related works that
visualize static foam structures. Bigler et al. [BGG+06] explain and evaluate two methods of
augmenting the visualization o f particle data using ambient occlusion and silhouette edges.
They visualize a foam data set acquired using micro-CT by converting it first to a particle
distribution and then using an interactive ray-tracer for rendering. Konig et al. [KDK+00]
present an interactive tool to investigate the structure of metal foam. They employ techniques
for real-time isosurface rendering, determine the isosurface threshold value such that the volume
of the computed foam sample matches the real-world sample and render cells with certain size
and shape criteria. Hadwiger et al. [HLRS+08] present a method for interactive exploration of
industrial CT volumes such as cast metal parts. They detect and classify defects in a material
using interactive exploration instead of an offline process of setting parameters and then waiting
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for the results. These works focus on visualization of static foam or foam-like structures, while
our work presents visualization of time-dependent foam simulations.
Computer graphics researchers are also interested in rendering soap bubbles [GlaOOa,
GlaOOb, D01], foam [SRK08] and water sprays [LTKF08]. However, they simulate and render
the appearance of natural phenomena while avoiding the large computational cost of physically
accurate simulations.
Existing tools to manipulate Surface Evolver data include evmovie, which is distributed
with Evolver, and the Surface Evolver Fluid Interface Tool (SE-FTT) [CSW Z11]. Evmovie
scrolls through a sequence o f evolver files, while SE-FIT provides a graphical interface for
interacting with Surface Evolver. Ours is the first work of its kind (to our knowledge) to focus
on visualization of time-dependent foam simulation data.
Comparative visualization refers to the process of understanding the similarities or differ
ences between data from different sources. Differences between simulations and experiments, or
between simulations or experiments with different parameters may be of interest. Such analysis
can happen at different levels: image, data, derived quantities, and m ethodology levels. At
the image level, the two sources can be com pared by using two visualization images shown
side by side [AHP+10], superimposed [PP95], as two symmetrical halves or by computing the
difference between the two images. If images from several sources need to be compared, a
space filling tilling can be used [MHG10]. At data level, data fields from the two sources are
combined to produce a new visualization. Derived quantities or features can be extracted and
compared, for instance streamlines in a vector field, vortex and shock wave positions [PW95] or
detected edges in slices of an industrial scan [MHG10]. Differences in experiment, simulation
or visualization parameters may be quantified and compared.
The goals of the reviewed works in comparative visualization are to find the optimal solution
from a number of datasets or to understand how the datasets are different. For our work, the goal
is to improve understanding of foam behavior, and as a result, produce better foam models. To
reach this goal, we use a number of comparative visualization techniques designed to reduce the
cognitive load required to integrate two side-by-side views, and we propose a new interaction
and processing technique that allows scientists to compare events in related simulations while
facilitating the examination o f the temporal context for the events.

3.3 Visualization
Our visualization solutions are driven by the foam research and visualization challenges (Sec
tion 3.1). Section 3.3.1 describes the processing required to read SE output files and access
the complete data generated by the simulation. Our application works with any SE simulation
and no changes to the simulation output are necessary to accommodate the application. This
processing addresses challenge one.
Visualizations of individual time steps is done using color-mapping for scalars, glyphs
or streamlines for vectors and glyphs for tensors. These visualizations are used as the basis
for, or for augmenting, more complex visualizations. Enhancements to these visualizations
include bubble selection, histogram-guided color-bar clamping and T1 information overlay that
shows the topological changes (T ls) triggered in the current time step. Bubble selection and/or
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filtering is used for debugging (selection by bubble ID), for studying foam properties at certain
locations in the domain (filtering by location) or for analyzing bubbles with certain attribute
values (filtering by attribute value).
Overall foam behavior (challenge three) is analyzed using the image-based statistical
computation (Section 3.3.3), visualization of bubble paths (Section 3.3.5) and a kernel density
estimate (KDE) for the location of topological changes (T ls) (Section 3.3.6). The KDE for T ls
is computed to illustrate the distribution of plasticity in foam. With this visualization we address
over-plotting issues present if we just render the location of each topological change.
Foam scientists wish to understand what triggers certain behavior in foam simulations
(challenge two). Different views provide different information about the various influences on
foam behavior. We enable the examination of several views at the same time using the multiple
linked-views (Section 3.3.7).
Histograms provide important information about foam data, are used for bubble selec
tion based on the values o f attributes, and for providing the context for color map clamping.
They are presented in Section 3.3.8. Interaction operations including navigation, selection,
filtering, encoding and connections between multiple linked-views [WGK10] are described in
Section 3.3.10. These features are used throughout the application and help to address both
challenges two and three.
Techniques to facilitate comparing related simulations (challenge four), which include the
two halves view, the linked time with event synchronization, the reflection feature and the force
difference, are presented in Section 3.3.9.

3.3.1

Data Processing

In this section, we present the data processing applied before visualization. We parse Surface
Evolver (SE) output files, then we unwrap geometric elements of the foam described by periodic
boundary conditions. We process bubble edges that lie on the zero level set of a function such
that we accurately represent foam channels and objects interacting with foam. This kind of
edges can have an arbitrary shape as described by the function in the simulation file. This
processing enables analysis of datasets such as the sedimenting ellipse simulation because we
can accurately represent objects boundaries (Figure 2.3 right). Additional processing includes
calculation of derived attributes, bubbles’ centers, bounding boxes and statistical measures. We
accelerate the data processing phase by parsing and pre-processing time steps in parallel on all
available CPU cores.

3.3.1.1

Parsing

Foam simulation data consists of a list of SE output files, one per time step. A file stores the
entire configuration o f the simulated foam at a particular time step. For maximum generality
and flexibility, we parse SE files directly instead of using derived files created by foam scientists.
This allows our application to work with any simulation created using SE and at the same time
it gives us access to the entire state of the simulation.
A Surface Evolver (SE) file [sur08] is organized into six parts: definitions and options,
vertices, edges, faces, bodies and commands. The first section contains, in addition to options
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Figure 3.1: Foam with periodic boundary conditions (PBC). The
domain is shown as a black rectangle. A tessellation of the infinite
plane can be obtained by tiling it with the domain. Edges that do
not cross a domain boundary are shown in black. Edges that cross
a domain boundary are colored depending on the boundary they
intersect: red for the X boundary, green for the Y boundary and
yellow for both X and Y boundaries. Arrows show whether an
edge enters or exits the domain.

controlling the simulation, constant expressions for foam m aterial and geometric parameters,
additional attributes that are attached to geometric elements (vertices, edges, faces and bodies)
and functions for defining level-set constraints. A level-set constraint is a restriction of vertices
to lie on the zero level-set of a function. For instance, the foam container in the constriction
dataset (Figure 2.3 left-top) is defined using a level-set constraint. The lists of geometric
elements (vertices, edges, faces and bodies) follow the format described next. Each line is
comprised o f entries which define an element. The first entry is the elem ent ID followed by
geometry data, followed by optional attributes. The geometry data consists of coordinates for a
vertex, begin and end vertex for an edge, list of ordered edges for a face, and list o f oriented
faces for a body. Besides the built-in attributes for each element type, one may specify values for
extra attributes. The commands section is used for controlling the simulation and it is ignored
by our program.
Our tool can read the following optional data that is saved by the simulation code: a list of
T ls and the network and pressure forces that act on a body. T ls are stored one per line. Each
line contains the time step at which the T1 occurs, and the position of the T l. The network and
pressure forces are stored component wise in SE variables.

3.3.1.2

Unwrapping for Periodic Boundary Conditions

After parsing foam simulation data and creating the corresponding data structures, we perform
additional data processing. First we compact each list o f geometric elem ents as there can be
numbering gaps in the list specified in a SE file. Then, if the foam described in the SE file
contains periodic boundary conditions (PBC) [sur04, sur08] we unwrap the geometric elements
so that we can display the foam.
For a foam with PBC, the domain boundary intersected by each directed edge and whether
the edge enters or exits the domain (Figure 3.1) is specified. All vertices are defined inside
the domain. To unwrap edges, we use intersection information between an edge and a domain
boundary. This may create vertices defined outside the domain. To unwrap faces, we follow
connected edges along a face. This may create edges defined outside the domain.

3.3.1.3

Level-Set Constraints

The shape of foam containers and of objects interacting with foam are specified using level-set
constraints, that restrict bubble vertices to lie on the zero level-set o f a function. Level-set
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c*4
Figure 3.2: Level-set constraints for defining the shape of the foam container for the squareconstriction simulation.

constraints can apply to vertices or edges. If a constraint is applied to an edge, all points on that
edge are on the level-set of the given function. There are two challenges associated with edges
on level set constraints. First, when using the simple approximation of representing a constraint
edge using a single line segment, time-averaging bubbles with edges on level-set constraints
causes artifacts, as the constraint is too coarsely approximated. More importantly, an object
described with a level-set constraint is not represented as a standalone entity in the simulation
data (Figure 2.3 right), making it difficult to study foam properties around it.
A level-set constraint is defined in the simulation file using an integer ID followed by a
function f ( x ,y ) which specifies the curve on which a vertex lies. The function can contain
constants and can be defined piecewise using a conditional operator. An example of a piecewise
constraint is the top edge of the constriction simulation foam container in Figure 3.2. For each
angle a i through a$, the constraint is defined as the intersection between the area determined
by the angle and a function. For instance, for a\ , the function is a circle, while for a2 it is a
straight line.
Unfortunately, for a\, 0 C3 , a$ and a-j, the constraint is defined in an ambiguous way, as
it defines an additional circular arc (represented with a dotted line) in addition to the correct
one. This may sometimes cause problems, when a vertex defined to be on this constraint may
converge on the wrong arc. This was observed in both our application and in the Surface Evolver,
the simulation software used by foam scientists.
In a simulation file, an edge on a constraint is specified using the end points of the edge
and the constraint. To obtain other points on the edge, used to approximate the edge using
straight line segments, we apply the following method (Figure 3.3). We divide the line segment
P Q in equally spaced points Aj, where P and Q are the end points of the edge. For each A,
we determine point C, on the constraint, by computing the intersection between the constraint
and the line A,C, perpendicular to PQ. The intersection is computed using a multi-dimensional
root solver [gsll 1, PTVB07] using the initial guess for the intersection Aj. If the solver fails to
converge we try to find the solution using a different initial guess B,, the corresponding point
on the same edge in the previous time step. Bubbles often move slowly, making B, potentially
closer to C, leading to the convergence of the root solver.
After all edges on constraints are created, we create a new body for each constraint ID
that represents an object interacting with foam. These ID are passed as a parameter from the
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Figure 3.3: Approximating edge PQ on a constraint. We display a bubble at time steps t and
t — 1 from the square-constriction simulation. The edge on the level-set constraint is displayed
in red. Edges not on a constraint are displayed in blue for time step t and in green for time step
t — 1. We place equally spaced points A, on segment PQ, where P and Q are the end points of
the constraint edge. We find the intersection between line A(C, and the constraint using a root
solver. We try two initial guesses, first A, and then 5,, the corresponding point on the constraint
edge in time step / — 1.

command line. For instance, the ellipse in Figure 3.4 is created from edges on a constraint
(compare with Figure 2.3 right).
3.3.1.4

A dditional Processing

We calculate each bubble’s center of mass, bounding box and the bounding box of the foam at
each time step and overall, and calculate statistical quantities such as histogram, minima and
maxima for values of attributes.
Two important scalar attributes provided by the foam simulation are pressure and volume.
We derive the following attributes important to foam scientists. Velocity, computed by connect
ing a bubble’s center of mass between two consecutive time steps, and elongation, computed by
P / \/A (in 2D) where P is the bubble’s instantaneous perimeter and A is its area.
In SE simulations, there are high fluctuations of pressure values between successive time
steps (Figure 3.5 top). These fluctuations do not have any physical significance, but they are a
consequence of the how pressure is recorded in the simulation files. We apply the processing in
Algorithm 1 which eliminates pressure median variation and yields a smooth transition between
time steps and a more meaningful representation of pressure (Figure 3.5, bottom). SE records the
pressure values of the bubbles relative to the pressure of a reference bubble, which is considered
to have zero pressure. This is because to find the mechanical equilibrium state of the foam it
is enough to calculate pressure differences, not absolute values. We started by calculating a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Deformation tensors for bubbles around an ellipse, (a) Only tensors for neighboring
bubbles are averaged, (b) Tensors for neighboring bubbles and the reflection tensor C R & C R
are averaged. Using the reflection tensor leads to a more accurate representation of deformation
for bubbles touching the ellipse.
Algorithm 1 Align median pressure between time steps
Translate all pressures in a time step with a constant value such that the minimum pressure is
zero.
Calculate the median pressure for each time step.
Calculate maxMedian the maximum of all medians.
Translate pressures in a time step with (maxMedian - median) for the time step.

bubble’s center of mass assuming that its mass is concentrated in its vertices. However this
results in bubbles that appear to wobble when their center is set stationary (Section 3.3.3).
The reason for this is that many vertices on one side of a bubble will pull its center of mass
toward that side. We solve this problem by computing the center of mass, assuming the mass is
uniformly distributed on the bubble’s area [BD94],
3.3.2

D e fo rm a tio n T e n so r C o m p u ta tio n a n d V isu a liz a tio n u sin g E llip ses

While visual inspection of individual bubbles provides information about foam deformation, this
information is not quantified, and, more importantly, cannot be averaged to obtain the general
foam behavior. To address these issues, we compute the bubble deformation measure as defined
by Graner et al. [GDRM08]. Let i and j be two neighboring bubbles (which share an edge), let
C, and Cj be their centers and assume that the vector C,Cy has components (;c, y). We define a
tensor Tjj as the direct product of C,Cy with CjC).

The deformation tensor Tj for bubble / is defined as Tj —
Ty /n where n is the number
of neighbors of bubble /. This tensor is positive definite symmetric (each element of the
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Figure 3.5: Adjustment for relative pressure. Bubbles are color-mapped to pressure values. We
show time steps t = 26 and t = 27: (top) before adjustment and (bottom) after adjustment. The
white bubble is the reference bubble. A discontinuity in pressure values is present along the line
of films that is moved downstream in each simulation step (Section 2.4).

average is positive definite symmetric) so it has positive eigenvalues. The deformation tensor
is represented by an ellipse [GDRM08] that has each axis’ length and direction given by the
tensor’s corresponding eigenvalue and eigenvector. This representation shows both deformation
value (ellipse eccentricity) and direction (the orientation of the ellipse) and can be averaged
over an area and over time. We use these properties to show large scale (general) deformation
behavior in foam obtained by time-averaging bubble-scale behavior.
We extend this definition for bubbles that touch an object (or the foam container) by
including another tensor we call the reflection tensor in the average computation. The shared
edge between the bubble and the object, with end points P and Q, is a constraint edge because
objects interacting with foam are defined using level-set constraints. The new tensor included
in the average is
where R is obtained by reflecting C, the bubble center, against the
middle of segment PQ.
The inclusion of the reflection tensor in the deformation tensor computation yields a more
accurate representation (compare Figure 3.4a to Figure 3.4b) of the deformation of bubbles
neighboring objects or the foam container. The reflection tensor is just one of the possible
adjustments for bubbles neighboring constraints. For instance, an alternate adjustment is to
reflect the bubble center in the mid point of the constraint edge.
In 2D, the standard measure of deformation is computed by P / V a where P is the bubble’s
instantaneous perimeter and A is its area. We add a new scalar measure of deformation given by
the ellipse anisotropy [GDRM08]: 1 —S2 /s\ where s\ and S2 are the (positive) eigenvalues of
the deformation tensor with s\ > S2 . This scalar improves on the standard deformation measure
which depends on the number of sides of a bubble.
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3.3.3

Image-based Statistical Computation and Visualization

Bubble-scale simulations can be too detailed for observing general foam behavior and T1 events
generate large fluctuations in attribute values that hide the overall trends. A good way to smooth
out these variations is to calculate the average of attribute values over all time steps, or over a
time window before the current time step. This visualization reveals global trends in the data
because large fluctuations caused by T ls are eradicated. This results in only small variations
between averaged successive time steps.
We take advantage of the graphics card capabilities to calculate a per-pixel average over all
time steps for a given attribute. Our solution is faster than a software solution and it is arguably
simpler, as the rasterisation of bubble shapes is done in hardware. We support scalar, vector and
tensor attributes.
We use three floating point textures stored in three framebuffer objects: s te p , previous and
current. Even though these are 2D textures, to simplify the presentation we use a ID index to
access a texel. We use index i between square brackets to denote the texel at index i. We use the
field access notation from C++ to access component R, G, B or A of a texel. So, v[/].R would
access component R of texel i o f texture v. previous and current textures store the result for
time steps t < n and for t < n respectively where n is the current time step. In each RGBA texel
we store a sum of attribute values, a count that keeps track of how many values we have rendered
over that texel, the minimum and the maximum values. Texture step stores an image similar to
Figure 3.5 but instead of colors it stores the actual attribute values. In our algorithm, we use two
operations between textures: ® adds the values stored in R, increments the count stored in G and
calculates the minimum and maximum for the values stored in B and A; © subtracts the values
stored in R and decrements the count stored in G. Our image-based statistical computation
procedure is presented in Algorithm 2.
To visualize the statistical quantities calculated by Algorithm 2, we use a fragment shader to
render the average, count, minimum or maximum depending on a variable passed to the shader.
We map one of those values to color using a uni-dimensional texture. We only render texels that
have the count (current[i].G) non-zero.
A visualization o f the per-pixel average for velocity magnitude and pressure over all time
steps is shown in Figure 3.6. Compared with typical visualizations (Figure 2.3 left bottom) our
solution is fast, high resolution and can use different color maps and clamping to emphasize
features of interest.
Our application can generate an animation of the rolling average up to time step / where
i € [1 ,n], and n is the num ber of time steps in the simulation. With this visualization, domain
experts can observe, for the first time, the point at which the overall trends are clearly visible
and when any transient behavior ends. This allows the determination of the optimal duration of
a simulation such that it can capture the dynamics of the underlying phenomena. For instance,
the rolling average animation (Figure 3.6) shows that, for the constriction dataset, the calculated
averages converge around time step 400, which means that very little change can be observed in
the calculated averages beyond this time step.
We use the time-average computation engine to compute an average over a time window
of a tensor field such as the bubble deformation (Section 3.3.2) or of a vector field such as the
bubble velocity, defined as the motion of the center of mass. We average tensors by averaging
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Algorithm 2 Image-based statistical computation
Require: tjotai time step where we stop the statistical calculations, twindow calculate the average
for the last twindow time steps behind t j otai

Ensure: average and count values for twindow time steps behind tTotal are stored in current.
Minimum and maximum are calculated for all time steps tjotait — 0 , tCurrentWindow ~

0

Set every texel of current to (0,0, max float, min float)

while t < tjotai do
Render the foam for time step t into step, but store attribute values instead of colors.
current = previous © step
previous = current

“I" 1
and t > =

tcurrentWindow = tcurrentWindow

if tcurrentWindow ^

tWindow

t\yin(jow

then

Render the foam for time step t —tcurrentWindow into step , but store attribute values
instead of colors.
current = previous © step
previous = current
tcurrentWindow

=

tcurrentWindow

1

end if
t = t -1- 1
end while

over time each array used to store a tensor at a given position. We average vectors by averaging
over time each vector component for the vector at a given position. We visualize the tensor field
using glyphs and the vector field using glyphs and streamlines.
A visualization for the field produced by the average computation is done by dividing the
field into a Cartesian grid. The center of each square tile is sampled and the attribute value for
that texel is displayed. The position and resolution of the grid are user adjustable parameters,
which is useful for sampling the field at different positions. Other sampling strategies for the
tile are possible, for instance taking an average of all texels in the square.
The tensor is visualized using an ellipse (Figure 3.7) that has each axis length and direction
given by the deformation tensor’s eigenvalue and eigenvector. The vector is visualized using an
arrow with length proportional to the vector magnitude (Figure 3.8), with an arrow with fixed
length or with streamlines (Figure 5.4).
Velocity vectors have a wide range o f values because the velocity o f bubbles involved in
topological changes can be much larger than the average velocity of the flow. To address this
issue, the arrow length is clamped to a maximum value with clamping shown in a length bar.
The height of the length bar encodes the maximum vector magnitude while the horizontal line
inside the bar shows the clamping value (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.6: Visualization of the per-pixel average of attribute values for all time steps of the
simulation. We show the average of velocity magnitude (top) and pressure (bottom). The
velocity is color-mapped using purple-orange divergent color map. Pressure is color-mapped
using a blue-tan divergent color map (constriction simulation). Compare with Figure 2.3.

3.3.3.1

Tem poral-A veraging of Bubble A ttributes around M oving O bjects

For foam simulations that include moving objects, we are interested in the forces that determine
objects’ behavior. These forces are determined by properties of the bubbles adjacent to the
objects. However, examining bubble attributes around objects for every time step is not always
the best option. There is too much detail and bubble attribute values have large fluctuations
caused by topological changes. To address this issue, we compute a temporal average of attribute
values around the dynamic objects. A statistical calculation using a fixed world coordinate
system (foam is stationary and the discs descend through it) would not produce useful results.
To explain this (Figure 3.9), let’s say that we are interested in calculating the average in an area
(small circle) situated at three o ’clock adjacent to a disc (big circle) that descends through foam
(rectangle) due to gravity. The disc is at two different positions p and q at time steps i and k.
The interesting area relative to the disc also descends, so it is at positions bpj and bqk- Using a
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Figure 3.7: We show the square (top) and rounded (bottom) constriction simulations. Foam
flows from left to right. Deformation size and direction is displayed with ellipses, deformation
size is also color-mapped (with red for high and blue for low deformation). An average over the
entire duration of the simulations is displayed. Rounding the corners of the constriction results
in reduced elastic deformation of the foam (top versus bottom). In both simulations, there is
an area where bubbles are not deformed (ellipses become circular) just downstream from the
constriction.

fixed world coordinate system, the average is calculated by overlapping the two foam images
(rectangles) and then averaging the corresponding pixels in each image. This computation
yields an incorrect formula for the area adjacent to the disc: (bqi + bqk ) /2. By using a fixed disc
coordinate system (the disc is stationary and the foam flows around it), the average calculation
changes to (bpi -\-bqk)/2 , the correct result.
We support simulations with objects that undergo general transformations, computing
average around two objects and providing the show rotation feature that provides the context for
dynamic objects. We keep fixed the coordinate system attached to the object. We render the
simulation data for a time step in a floating point texture D, such that each texel covered by a
bubble stores the bubble’s attribute value. We compute a texture S as the sum of textures D,
for a time window behind the current time-step. Before the texture for the current time step D,
is added to the current sum of textures S, we transform it (translate and/or rotate) so that the
object coordinate system stays fixed. As an example, Figure 3.10a shows the sedimenting-discs
simulation with the two discs starting side-by-side in position 1. The user chooses to show an
average around both discs, expecting that the two discs move as a system. The right disc is fixed
for the average, and the left disc specifies the rotation of the two discs. At t = 50, the discs
reach position 2, where both discs descend and the disc on the left starts the rotation around the
disc on the right. Before the texture for the current time step D, is added to the current sum of
textures S, it is transformed so that the coordinate systems in positions 1 and 2 overlap. Note
that when averaging tensor and vector attributes, those have to be rotated with the same rotation
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Figure 3.8: We show the square (top) and rounded (bottom) constriction simulations. Velocity
is shown with glyphs, velocity magnitude is color-mapped and it is mapped to the size of the
glyph. An average over the entire duration of the simulations is displayed. Rounding the comers
of the constriction results in the disappearance of the areas of stagnated bubbles visible in the
top corners of the square-constriction as dark purple regions. Note that the color bar shows
mostly the color associated with high values (orange) because of clamping.

angle before they are stored in the texture D,.
Figure 3.10b top shows the average around the two discs for time steps 80 to 99. While this
image has the correct foam properties around the two objects, it does not contain information
about the position of the two objects in space. To address this we offer the show rotation option
which rotates the computed average so that it matches the actual position of the two objects in
space (Figure 3.10b bottom). Contrast Figure 3.10b bottom with Figure 5.2-middle, where the
scalar average is not correct for the rotating disc because scalars are averaged only around the
top disc.
3.3.3.2

Sliding Time Window

Calculating the average over all time steps works well for the foam flow through a constriction.
However that is not the case for the sedimenting discs simulation, because of the important
transient state the discs go through. The two discs are initially side by side (Figure 2.3 middle,
5.2 top), they interact by rotating about one another (Figure 5.2 middle) and they reach a steady
state when a line connecting their centers becomes parallel to gravity (Figure 5.2 bottom).
We provide a sliding time window user option which allows the calculation of average only
for a specified number of time steps behind the current time step. This allows the study of the
transient state the two discs go through while maintaining the advantages that averaging of
values provide. The length of the sliding time window is a user supplied parameter that depends
on the duration (number of time steps) of the transient state.
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tim estep t=i

Visualization

tim estep t=k

position p

position q

Figure 3.9: Average computation for an area (small circle) around a sedimenting disc (big circle)
descending through foam (rectangle). Future (for t = i) and past (for t = k ) disc positions are
represented with a dashed line. For a fixed world coordinate system (the foam is stationary and
the disc falls through it), the average computation is incorrect (bq, + bqk)/2). For a fixed disc
coordinate system (the disc is stationary and the foam flows around it), the average computation
is correct ({bpi + bqk)/2).

3.3.3.3 Domain H istogram
We can use bubble selection by attribute value (Section 3.3.10) and the count computed together
with other statistical values to answer the following question: Where in the domain do the most
bubbles with attributes in a certain range of values occur? For instance, Figure 3.11 shows
where most bubbles with negative velocity along X occur. Those areas match well with the
location of the T ls.
Our novel visualization solution led to insights into the following research questions: Why
is a terminal separation of roughly two bubble diameters attained between the two discs once
they have rotated about one another into a stable orientation? Why do discs drift laterally as
they sediment?

3.3.4

F o rc e V isu a liz a tio n

For the sedimenting-discs simulation, the network and pressure forces acting on each disc are
saved by the simulation code. T1 events cause large fluctuations in the value and orientation
of these forces, which can make analysis of the simulation data more difficult. To reduce
the distraction of the fluctuations, we offer the possibility to smooth the forces over a time
window before the current time step. These calculations are integrated with the image based
average calculations (Section 3.3.3). Each force (instantaneous or average) acting on a disc is
represented as a line segment that starts in the center of the disc and has length proportional to
the magnitude of the force.
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Figure 3.10: Average around dynamic objects interacting with foam, (a) The two discs start in
position 1, and reach position 2 at t = 50. To compute the average around the two discs, the
texture for the current time step D, is transformed before it is added to the sum S such that the
coordinate system at position 2 overlaps the coordinate system at position 1. (b) Average around
two discs for / = 99 and a time window of 19. We show the two objects without (top) and with
(bottom) the show rotation feature.

3.3.5

V isu a liz a tio n o f B u b b le P a th s

Visualization of bubble paths complements the image-based statistical computation and visual
izations by providing information about the trajectory of individual bubbles in the simulation.
The paths are a useful way to compare simulation with experiment. They also provide insight
into the overall behavior of the foam. A bubble path is determined by connecting the center of
bubbles with the same ID in consecutive time steps. When a bubble exits the domain through
a boundary edge, it enters the domain through the opposite boundary edge. Our software
computes the correct path in this case.
Despite the problems associated with overlapping bubble paths, tracing all paths simultane
ously still conveys useful information about foam behavior. Looking at Figure 3.12 top, gaps
where no bubble traverses reveal themselves. This tells us that when bubbles touch a wall they
have a strong tendency to remain attached to it.
While the path visualization for all bubbles presents the overall behavior of the foam,
overlapping paths prevent tracking the path of individual bubbles. We offer three solutions to
solve this problem. We select paths based on location (Figure 3.13). We can also select paths
that include bubbles with attribute values in an interval specified in the histogram view. This
way, we can observe not only the time step and bubbles that have certain values but the entire
28
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Figure 3.11: Where do most bubbles with negative velocity along X occur? The top image
shows the number of times a bubble with negative velocity along X covers a pixel. The range
of the color map is 0 to the number of time steps 1000. The bottom image shows the same
information overlayed with the location of T ls shown as cyan dots.

evolution of the selected bubbles. For instance, Figure 3.12 bottom image shows the bubble
paths for bubbles that reach at least 80% of the maximum elongation. A bubble’s position
when it is highly elongated is colored red and the rest of its path is semi-transparent gray. This
visualization shows clearly that the bubbles are most elongated as they enter and after they
exit the constriction. This corresponds well with regions where the velocity gradient is large
(Figure 3.6 top) and with the location of T ls (Figure 3.11 bottom).
Three-dimensional bubble paths alleviate the problem of overlapping paths in 2D through
lighting effects. They map time to height and enable multi-variate visualizations. We design
3D bubble paths by assigning each time step to a corresponding height. Consecutive time steps
are assigned to adjacent heights, and all heights are equally spaced. Time steps 0, 1, 2, . .. are
assigned to heights 0, li, 2h, . . . , where h is a user specified parameter. Velocity is implicitly
depicted in this representation. Paths of bubbles which are stationary will appear as vertical,
29
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Figure 3.12: Visualization of bubble paths. Path color is mapped to elongation. We show: (top)
bubble paths along all time steps for all bubbles in the simulation and (bottom) trajectories
that contain bubbles with elongation at least 80% of the maximum elongation (constriction
simulation). We use a focus+context approach where the selections are color-coded and the
context paths are semi-transparent gray-scale.

while the higher the velocity of bubbles the closer to the horizontal their paths will appear. Paths
can be color-mapped to any other attribute enabling comparison of velocity to other attributes.
We select bubbles upstream of the constriction (Figure 3.13 bottom-left) and we visualize
their paths using the 3D bubble paths visualization (Figure 3.13 top). Two important behaviors
stand out. First, long straight, vertical paths that correspond to bubbles that have zero velocity
along the X direction. Those indicate bubbles that are in contact with the wall. As these bubbles
have high elongation, they are colored red. Second, we notice long straight edges associated
with sharp path angles. These indicate topological changes (Tls).
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Figure 3.13: 3D bubble paths. Bubble and path color is mapped to elongation. We show
visualizations for bubbles that start in the comer upstream of the constriction: (top) 3D bubble
paths and (bottom) time step visualizations (t=0, t=361). Vertical 3D bubble paths correspond
to bubbles that do not move in the X direction. The two red (high elongation) bubbles in the
bottom-right view are attached to the wall. The length of time they stay there is displayed as a
vertical path in the top view.

Of course rendering too many 3D bubble paths causes occlusion. Thus we can filter bubble
paths based on any of their attributes such as velocity magnitude, pressure and elongation.
3.3.6

T o p o lo g ical C h a n g e s K e rn e l D en sity E s tim a te (K D E )

Topological changes, in which bubbles change neighbors, show plasticity in foam. Domain
experts expect that their distribution will be an important tool for distinguishing and validating
simulations. Simply rendering the position of each topological change suffers from over-plotting,
so it may paint a misleading picture of the real distribution (see Figure 3.11-bottom). We adopt
the method of Daae Lampe and Hauser [DLH1 1] to com pute a KDE for topological changes
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of topological changes KDE. We show the square (top) and rounded
(bottom) constriction simulations using the two halves view, foam flows from left to right.
Rounding the corners of the constriction results in the upstream region of concentrated topo
logical changes moving towards the center of the constriction and downstream. Note as well a
region of topological changes in the downstream corners of the square-constriction.

(Figures 3.14, 5.5b and 5.11). While traditional histograms show similar information and are
straightforward to implement they have drawbacks which may prove important depending on
the context, including the discretization of data into bins (which may introduce aliasing effects)
and the fact that the appearance of the histogram may depend on the choice of origin for the
histogram bins [DLH11]. Kernel-based methods for computing the probability density estimate
eliminate these drawbacks.
In foam simulation data, each topological change has two properties specifying when and
where the topological change occurred. For each topological change, we place a Gaussian at
the T l ’s position and we average these together. The KDE is computed by dividing by the
number of time steps. The standard deviation for the Gaussian is a user defined parameter which
determines the amount of detail that is visible in the final visualization.

3 .3.7

M u ltip le L in k ed -V ie w s

Foam scientists wish to understand what triggers certain behavior in foam simulations, so the
ability to see different attributes at the same time and to understand how different attributes
relate to one another is very important. We provide up to four different linked-views [Rob07,
KLIVD 08], which can depict any of the following views: a time step visualization, an average
visualization or a bubble path visualization. For maximum flexibility, each view can depict a
different attribute, uses its own color-bar and can show the navigation context. Additionally, a
histogram view for one of the attributes can be displayed. The histogram is used for specifying
a selection criteria on an attribute value. To set up optimal views to analyze data, users can copy
viewing transformations and also copy the color mapping between views depicting the same
attribute.
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We provide two connection operations [WGK10]: a time connection and linked-selection
connection. Each view is linked to the same time step, as foam scientists want to understand
what gives rise to certain effects when they are studying foam behavior. Linked-selection works
by showing how data selected in one view appears in other views. This is used to see, for
instance, the elongation o f high pressure bubbles or both pressure and elongation for bubbles
involved in a T1 event.

3.3.8

Histograms

We provide both a histogram of bubble attribute values over one time step and over all time
steps. To facilitate data analysis, our histogram is configurable. The user can choose a maximum
height, logarithmic or linear height scale and uni-color or color-coded display. Histograms are
also used in selection and filtering of data based on attribute value and in color-map clamping
used for selecting features of interest in the data. These interactions are described in detail in
Section 3.3.10.

3.3.9

Comparative Visualization

Foam scientists often generate related simulations to study how varying just one o f the many
possible parameters affects the result. Examples of simulation parameters include foam container
properties, foam attributes or the properties of objects interacting with foam. We modified
Foam Vis to enable loading and visualizing several simulations datasets at the same time. This
feature is essential for comparing related simulations. We present the tw o halves view and the
linked time with event synchronization features which address two orthogonal challenges in
comparing simulations: space and time. We use the reflection feature and the force difference to
facilitate the comparison of two datasets.

3.3.9.1

The two halves view

The two halves view facilitates visual comparison of two related foam simulations (Figure 3.7,
3.8, 3.14). It visualizes related simulations that are assumed to be symmetric with respect to one
of the main axes. While the same information can be gathered by examining the two simulations
in different views, the tw o halves view may facilitate analysis as images to be com pared are
closer together and it is useful for presentation as it saves space. This type of visualization was
previously performed manually by domain experts.

3.3.9.2

The reflection (mirroring) feature

A sedimenting ellipse can rotate clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the initial arrange
ment o f the surrounding bubbles. Similarly, for the interacting discs, the left disc can move
around the right disc or vice-versa. Domain experts would like to better compare datasets that
have mirrored features such as a sedimenting ellipse or sedimenting discs that rotate in different
directions. To address this requirement, we provide a user option that reflects a view about a
vertical (or horizontal) axis that passes through the middle of simulation bounding box.
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3 3 .9 .3

Linked Time with Event Synchronization

In a simulation that involves objects interacting with foam, the object’s movement in the
simulation is controlled by an effective time scale, which specifies how much an object is moved
(in the direction o f the resultant force) at each time step. This parameter may be different for
different simulations which means that objects with similar behavior may move at different
speeds. Even for simulations with the same effective time scale, we want a similar event in both
simulations to happen at the same time so that behavior up to that event can be compared and
analyzed together. Examples include comparing two constriction simulations with different
flow rates or comparing the sedimenting discs with the sedimenting ellipse simulations. When
comparing the sedimenting discs with the sedimenting ellipse simulations, the ellipse and the
discs start in sim ilar configurations. The main axis of the ellipse and the line connecting the
center of the two discs are horizontal. We want the ellipse and the discs to reach intermediate
configurations and the stable configuration at the same time. These configurations are defined in
terms of the angle that major axis of the ellipse and the line connecting the centers of the two
discs make with a horizontal line. For instance, the intermediate configurations could be defined
as angles: 0°, 30°, 60°, and 90° which means that we want both the ellipse and the sedimenting
discs reach these orientations at the same time.
The linked time with event synchronization addresses these requirements. This technique
allows the user to specify time steps in each simulation when significant events happen. The
following requirements hold: (i) all simulations have the same set of events; (ii) events are
ordered per simulation based on time of occurrence; (iii) corresponding events in different
simulations have the same event index. This technique ensures that corresponding events in
different simulations are shown at the same time. For each time interval v,j before an event /,
one simulation will run at its normal speed (the simulation with the maximum time interval
before event / denoted v ^), all other simulations will be “slowed down” (v,; simulation steps
will be displayed in v,x time steps). This results in event i being shown simultaneously in all
simulations. If we were to “speed up” rather than “slow down” simulations this would result in
skipped time steps which in turn results in lost precision. Simulations run at normal speed for
the interval after the last event. We formalize our technique next.
Multiple-linked views are used to show a different simulation in each view. Let us assume
that the first time step is 0 and let tj be a time step in simulation j where 0 < j < s, and s is the
number of simulations. The time for all linked views is specified using a common linked time tl .
The linked time is converted to simulation time tj which is used to load the specified simulation
time step. Foam Vis uses the following default setup for linked time tc. one time step in the first
simulation corresponds to one time step in every other simulation. That means that, by default,
all simulations run at their default speed. This default setup is modified if the user desires to
examine the context of related events in different simulations.
To specify events of interest the user unlinks the time parameter for the multiple views.
After this operation, time can be changed independently for each view. The user specifies times
tjj at which event i occurs in simulation j (0 < i < n ,n is the number of events and 0 < j < s, s
is the num ber of simulations), then the user links the time in the s views. Let t^ be the linked
time. We analyze how the linked time tl is converted to simulation time tj for simulation j.
Let Vjj be the time interval between events / — 1 and / for simulation j, if i > 0; or the time
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interval before event i if i = 0. We have that
_ f tij
if i = 0
V'J ~ \ t j j - t i - i j if / > 0
Let viL = maxo<j<jV/y, the maximum interval v,7 for event i and all simulations j. We denote
by r,y the ratio by which we “slow down” each simulation j for time interval before event i. We
have that r,y = vn /v ij. In linked time, event / happens at time tn = Y!k=ovkLA simulation time t j (for simulation j ) can be deduced from the linked time t i .

_

L^AoyJ
h-\,j + [ { t L - t k - \ ^ ) / rkj\

J
k tn -\,j+ { tL - t n- ] ^ )

if 0 < t L < t 0 L
if tk -\,L < tL < tk L ,
0 < k < n —1
if tn- ] >L< tL

Using this approach, related events occur at the same common linked time in all s simulations,
facilitating the comparison of their temporal context.
The average computation engine computes an average of simulations attributes over a time
window behind the current time step. If linked time with event synchronization is used, the
time window twL behind the current time step ti is
specified using the common linked time.
Earlier we described how to compute the simulation
time tj from the linked time tl -Similarly,
the time window specified that uses the simulation time twj (for simulation j , 0 < j < s, s is
the total number of simulations) is derived from the time window that uses the linked time twLLet us assume that the current time is between events i — 1 and i, that is U -\^ < t ^ < tjl . Let
us also assume that the beginning of the time window falls between events k — 1 and k, that is
t k - \ , L — ti, — twL + 1 < tkL- We have that the time window t w j for simulation j can be computed
from the common time window ty/L using the following equation:
/—]
fWj

= [{tkL -

(t L ~ t w L +

J

1))//"*,• + Y L V l j + [ { t L ~ t i - \ ± ) / r i j \

l=k

where v,y is the time interval before event i in simulation j and r,; is the ratio by which we slow
down simulation j for the interval between events i — 1 and i.

3.3.9.4

Force Difference and Torque Visualizations

The forces and the torque acting on objects are com puted by the simulation code and stored
in the simulation data. For the sedimenting discs simulation, the interplay of the network
and pressure forces rotate one disc around the other. We provide a user option that displays
the difference between the forces acting on the leading disc and forces acting on the trailing
disc. This difference allows us to better analyze the causes o f the rotation as there is a direct
correspondence between the forces displayed on the screen and the movement of the disc
(Figure 5.6b right).
The torque f rotating an object around its center is displayed as a force F acting off-center
on the object f = r x F , where r is the displacement vector from the center of the object to
the point at which the force is applied. The distance |r| is a user-defined parameter, Foam Vis
calculates the appropriate value of F to keep the torque at its given value (Figure 5.6 left).
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3.3.10

Interaction

Interaction with the data is an essential feature of our application.
Navigation is used to select a subset of the data to be viewed, the direction of view, and
the level of detail [WGK10]. We provide the following navigation operations: rotation around
a bounding box center for specifying the direction of view, and translation and scaling for
specifying the subset of data and the level of detail. A navigation context (Figure 5.3 left)
insures that the user always knows its location and orientation during exploration of the data.
We can select and/or filter bubbles and center paths based on three distinct criteria: based
on bubble IDs, to enable relating to the simulation files and for debugging purposes; based
on location of bubbles (Figure 2.2 and Figure 3.13), to analyze interesting features at certain
locations in the data; and based on an interval of attribute values specified using the histogram
tool (Figure 3.12 right and Figure 3.15). A composite selection can be specified using both
location and attribute values.
Selected bubbles or center paths constitute the focus of our visualization, and the rest of
the bubbles or center paths provide the context [Hau06]. The context of the visualization is
displayed using user-specified semi-transparency, or it can be hidden altogether. Figure 3.15
shows how selection and filtering is performed using the histogram tool. We select velocity
magnitude values greater than 70% o f the maximum (using a selection brush). Only six time
steps out of 1000 contain bubbles with these velocities and those time steps are indicated on the
time slider. The user can easily navigate to those time steps. The upper image shows one of
those time steps, with bubbles with velocity greater than 70% in focus.
Encoding operations are variations o f graphical entities used in a visualization that em 
phasize features of interest [WGK10]. We provide encoding operations to change the color
map used, to specify the range of values used in the color map and to adjust the opacity of the
visualization context. Selection of the interval used in color-mapping is guided by the histogram
tool (Figure 3.16). This provides essential information for selecting an interval that reveals
features of interest.
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Figure 3.15: Selection and filtering using the histogram tool. We select only bubbles with
velocity magnitude values greater than 70% percent of the maximum. Only six time steps out of
1000 contain bubbles with these velocities and those time steps are indicated on the time slider.
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relatively few bubbles (determined by T ls) have high velocity.
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Chapter 4

Design and Implementation
“A good idea is about ten percent and implementation and hard work, and luck
is 90 percent.”
- Guy Kawasaki (1951 -)1

4.1

Overview

In this section we present the structural relationships between Foam Vis’ main components (Fig
ure 4.1). For this purpose we use a UML 2 components diagram [Bel04]. Briefly, a component,
represented in our diagram as a rectangle, is a design unit that is typically implemented using
a replaceable module. A component may provide one or more public interfaces, represented
with a complete circle at their end (lollipop symbol). Provided interfaces represent services that
the component provides to its clients. Similarly, a component may require services from other
components. These services are formalized through the required interfaces, represented with a
half circle at their end (socket symbol).
Foam Vis starts by executing the Parser component. This component, uses services from
the UI component to allow the user to specify the simulations to be analyzed and additional
information about the simulations. This is done either through command line or through
graphical user interface. Then, the Parser parses the specified simulation files, creates an
in-memory representation of the simulation data and yields the execution to the Controller
module.
The main logic o f the program uses the M odel-View-Controller design pattern [M icl3].
This pattern separates the data and program state (Model), the presentation (View), and the
interaction with the user (Controller) in three different components. This architecture has two
main benefits. First, because views are separated from data, several views of the same data can
be displayed in the same time. Second, because the Model does not depend on the View or
Controller components, changing the user interface or adding new views generally do not affect
the Model. This results in a more modular and maintainable code and in quicker development
cycle.
1G uy K aw asaki is a S ilico n V alley author, speaker, investor and bu sin ess adviser. H e w as one o f the A p p le
em p loyees originally responsible for m arketing the M acintosh in 1984. (W ikipedia)
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The Controller manages the interaction between a user, the Model (that stores data and
program state) and the views that show foam simulation data.
The Model com ponent (Figure 4.2) is composed of three sub-components: Data which
provides interfaces to create the in-memory representation of the foam simulation data and to
read that data; Settings which stores the program state; and Average which stores and provides
interfaces to compute and read time-averages of simulation attributes.
The View component provides visualizations for 2D and 3D foam simulation data as well
as histograms for scalar attributes.
Each of these logical components contains several implementation files which in turn contain
one or several related C++ classes. Logical components (modules), their implementation files
and classes, and groups o f m em ber functions (member groups) are also documented [Lipl 3]
using Doxy gen [vH13]. We are going to refer to the doxy gen documentation as we describe
the main features of the program and present implementation notes for those features. Here we
provide a brief summary o f the main components of the program: P arser, M odel, View and
C o n tro ller. For brevity we omit the D isplay and UI components. We include the name and a
brief description for each file part of a component. We use a file name without an extension, to
refer to both the interface (.h) and the implementation (.cpp) files with that name.
The Parser parses Surface Evolver .dm p files and calls the Data component to build a
memory representation of the simulation data. It contains the following files:
• AttributeCreator - Create attributes which can be attached to vertices, edges, faces, and
bodies.
• Attributelnfo - Information about attributes for vertices, edges, faces, and bodies.
• EvolverData.l - Lexical analyzer for parsing a .dm p file produced by Surface Evolver.
• EvolverData.y - Grammar for parsing a .dm p file produced by Surface Evolver.
• ExpressionTree - Nodes used in an expression tree built by the parser.
• main.cpp - Drives parsing of SE .dmp files and creates Foam Vis main objects.
• NameSemanticValue - Tuple (name, type, value) used for a vertex, edge, face, and body
attribute.
• ParsingData - Stores data used during the parsing such as identifiers, variables and
functions.
• ParsingDriver - Drives parsing and scanning.
• ParsingEnums - Enumerations used for parsing.
The Controller manages the interaction between a user, the Model (that stores data and
program state) and the views that show foam simulation data. This component contains one
implementation file:
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• MainWindow - Stores the OpenGL, VTK and, Histogram widgets, implements the
Interface and manages the interaction between a user, the Model and the views.
The Data com ponent creates, processes and stores foam simulation data. It contains the
following implementation files:
• AdjacentBody - Keeps track of all bodies a face is part of.
• AdjacentOrientedFace - Keeps track of all faces an edge is part of.
• ApproximationEdge - Curved edge approximated with a sequence of points (Figure 4.3).
• Attribute - Attribute that can be attached to vertices, edges, faces and bodies.
• Body - A bubble.
• BodyAlongTime - A bubble path.
• ConstraintEdge - Edge on a constraint approximated with a sequence of points (Fig
ure 4.3).
• DataProperties - Basic properties of the simulation data such as dimensions and if edges
are quadratic or not.
• Edge - Part of a bubble face, stores a begin and an end vertex (Figure 4.3).
• Element - Base class for Vertex, Edge, Face and Body. Stores a vector of attribute
(Figure 4.3)
• Face - A bubble is represented as a list of faces, a face is a oriented list o f edges.
• Foam - Stores information about a time step in a foam simulation.
• ForceOneObject - Forces and torque acting on one object.
• ObjectPosition - Stores an object interacting with foam position and rotation
• OOBox - An oblique bounding box used for storing a torus original domain.
• OrientedEdge - An oriented edge. Allows using an Edge in direct or reversed order.
• OrientedElement - Base class for OrientedFace and OrientedEdge. Allows using a Face
or Edge in direct or reversed order.
• OrientedFace - An oriented face. Allows using a Face in direct or reversed order.
• ProcessBodyTorus - Processing done to “unwrap” bodies in torus model.
• QuadraticEdge - Quadratic edge approximated with a sequence of points (Figure 4.3).
• Simulation - A time-dependent foam simulation.
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• T1 - A topological change.
• Vertex - Element used to specify edges. An edge has at least two vertices, begin and end.
A quadratic edge has a middle vertex as well.
The Settings com ponent stores and provides access to program state. This component is
composed from the the following files:
• BodySelector - Functors that specify selected bubbles.
• Settings - Settings that apply to all views.
• ViewSettings - Settings that apply to one view.
The Average component computes time-average of simulation attributes. It contains:
• AttributeAverages - Computes the average for several attributes in a view. Base class for
AttributeAverages2D and AttributeAverages3D (Figure 4.4).
• AttributeAverages2D - Computes the average for several attributes in a 2D view. Casts
the computed averages to the proper 2D types (Figure 4.4).
• AttributeAverages3D - Computes the average for several attributes in a 3D view. Casts
the computed averages to the proper 3D types (Figure 4.4).
• Average - Computes a time-average of a foam attribute. Base class for 2D and 3D
time-average computation classes (Figure 4.4).
• Averagelnterface - Interface for computing a time-average of a simulation attribute
(Figure 4.4).
• AverageShaders - Shaders used for computing a pixel-based time-average of attributes.
• ForceAverage - Time-average for forces acting on objects interacting with foam (Fig
ure 4.4).
• ImageBasedAverage - Calculates a pixel-based time-average of 2D foam using shaders
(Figure 4.4).
• PropertySetter - Sends an attribute value to the graphics card (Figure 4.4).
• RegularGridAverage - Time-average for a 3D regular grid (Figure 4.4).
• ScalarAverage - Computes 2D scalar average (Figure 4.4).
• T1KDE2D - Calculates T ls KDE for a 2D simulation (Figure 4.4).
• TensorAverage - Computes a pixel-based time-average of vector and tensor attributes
(Figure 4.4).
• VectorAverage - Computes a pixel-based time-average of vector attributes (Figure 4.4).
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• VectorOperation - Math operations for vtklmageData, used for 3D average computation.
The Model com ponent consists o f the Data, Settings and Average components. It also
includes two additional files:
• Base - Simulation data, derived data and, program status.
• DerivedData - Data derived from simulation data such as caches and averages.
The View com ponent contains the views for displaying data. It contains the following
implementation files:
• AttributeHistogram - A GUI histogram of a scalar attribute useful for one time step and
all time steps.
• FoamvisInteractorStyle - Interactor that enables FoamVis style interaction in a
VTK [Inc 10b] view.
• Histogram - A histogram GUI that allows selection of bins.
• Histogramltem - Implementation of a GUI histogram, modified from Qwt [Bre].
• WidgetBase - Base class for all views: WidgetGl, WidgetVtk, WidgetHistogram.
• WidgetGl - View that displays 2D (and some 3D) foam visualizations using OpenGL.
• WidgetHistogram - View for displaying histograms of scalar values.
• WidgetSave - Widget that knows how to save its display as a JPG file.
• WidgetVtk - View that displays 3D foam visualizations using VTK.

4.2 Parsing and Data Processing
Foam simulation data consists of a list of SE output files, one per time step. A file stores the
entire configuration of the simulated foam at a particular time step. Parsing is done using
flex [fie] and biso n [gnu] tools using E v o lv erD ata.l lexical analyzer and E v o lv erD ata.y
grammar. Parsing is run by S im u latio n ::P a rseD M P s which parses the simulation files, stores
the simulation data in memory and performs the additional processing required.
Our tool can read the following optional data that is saved by the simulation code: a list of
T ls and the network and pressure forces that act on a body (Section 4.4).
A fter parsing foam simulation data and creating the corresponding data structures, we
perform additional data processing (F o am ::P rep ro cess and S im u latio n ::P re p ro ce ss). First
we compact each list of geometric elements as there can be numbering gaps in the list spec
ified in a SE file (F oam ::com pact). Then, if the foam described in the SE file contains
periodic boundary conditions (PBC) [sur04, sur08] we unwrap the geometric elements so
that we can display the foam (F oam ::unw rap). Additional processing include calculating
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each bubble’s center of m ass(F oam ::calculateB odyC enters), bounding box and the bound
ing box o f the foam at each time step (Foam : :C alcu lateB o u n d in g B o x and overall (Sim 
u latio n : :C alcu lateB o u n d in g B o x , and calculating statistical quantities such as histogram,
minima and maxima for values of attributes (S im ulation: :calc u la te S ta tistics). For 3D foam
simulations unstructured simulation data is converted to a regular grid and it is cached in files
on disk (Section 4.6).

4.3 Interface
Each dataset consists of a list of data files stored in a folder. The only information about the
simulation available without parsing the simulation files is the name of the folder. W hile this
often encodes important parameters of the simulation, their meaning may be cryptic and only
known to the scientist that created the simulation. Additionally there is an increasing number
o f parameters providing additional information about the simulation which is not encoded in
the simulation files. To address these issues we create a simulations database and a browsing
interface. The simulations database records for each simulation three pieces of information: a
simulation name - usually this is the name of the folder that stores the simulation files; a list of
labels, each label is used to group simulations based on specific criteria; and simulation specific
visualization parameters. The database is stored as a .ini file and is created by the user from a
template. The UI, O p tio n s file contains classes that read options either from the command line
or from an .ini file.
The browsing feature (Figure 4.5) presents all grouping labels from the simulation database
in a list. When a user selects a label, a list with all simulations tagged by that label is presented.
W hen a user selects a simulation name, a picture of the first time step in the simulation is
displayed. The image is saved beforehand so no parsing of simulation files is required. This
allows a user to explore existing simulations based on similarity criteria encoded in labels and
visually select simulations of interest for individual analysis or comparison. The browsing
dialog is implemented by UI, B row seS im ulations class.
Foam Vis’ main window (Figure 4.6) contains three panels that are used for both visualization
and user interaction (Spatial and Information Visualization and Time), and one panel (Interface)
that allows the user to specify desired visualizations and visualization parameters. The spatial
visualization panel shows multiple views with each view showing a different visualization,
a visualization of a different simulation attribute or a visualization o f a different simulation.
The information visualization panel shows histograms for simulation scalars shown in the
spatial visualization panel. The time panel shows the current time step and marks time steps
resulting from selections on scalar values. The main window of the application is implemented
in C ontroller, M ainW indow . This class implements the Interface panel and handles user
notifications resulted from user interactions with the panel or with simulation data. The Spatial
Visualization panel is implemented by the View component. In this component W id g e tG l
class displays 2D visualizations and 3D attribute and bubble paths visualizations; W id g e tV tk
class displays 3D attribute time-average and T ls KDE visualizations. The decision to use
VTK [Inc 10b] rather than plain OpenGL [SWND06] for some of the 3D visualizations was
based on the desire to speed-up the development of the application. We believe this was a sound
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decision which, besides speeding-up development, opened-up a wide range of visualization
algorithms for adoption into Foam Vis.

4.4

Simulation attributes

Scalar bubble attributes include velocity along principal axes, velocity magnitude, edges per
face, deformation, pressure, volume and growth rate. Scalar bubble attributes are visualized
using color mapping. The user can change the color palette and change the range o f scalar
values mapped to color through clam ping (Section 4.10). Figure 5.5a and Figure 3.7, Fig
ure 4.6 show examples o f scalar attributes visualized through color mapping. W hile domain
experts are mostly interested in bubble attributes, in SE attributes can be attached to a body
(bubble), face, edge or vertex. Information about predefined attributes that can be attached
one o f these elements is stored in P a rse r, A ttrib u te s In fo E le m e n ts class. New attributes
can be defined in a .d m p file. The P a rse r calls D a ta ,F o am ::A d d A ttrib u te In fo to register
a new attribute. The P a rse r,E v o lv e rD a ta .y parses a list o f attributes on the following gram
m ar rules: x x x _ attrib u te_ list where x x x is vertex, edge, face or body. It creates a list of
N a m e S e m a n tic Value objects and it passes them to the F oam object for storage.
We visualize bubble velocities using glyphs (2D and 3D) (Figure 5.5a) and streamlines
(2D only) (Figure 5.4). We compute the velocity attribute in a processing step after parsing
(S im u la tio n ::P rep ro c ess) in S im ulatio n ::calcu lateV elo city . Velocity glyphs are visualized
using the Display module, D isp lay B o d y F u n c to rs file, D isplayB odyV elocity class.
Bubble deformation magnitude and direction are im portant bubble attributes, because
they facilitate validation o f simulations and provide information about the force acting on
a dynamic object in foam. While visual inspection o f individual bubbles provides informa
tion about foam deformation, this information is not quantified and, more importantly, can
not be averaged to obtain the general foam behavior. To address these issues, we define a
bubble deformation measure [LLCD13c] expressed as a tensor. The deformation tensor is
visualized using glyphs as shown in Figure 3.7. We compute a deformation scalar and ten
sor measures in a processing step after parsing: F o am ::C alc u la te D efo rm atio n S im p le and
F o am ::C alc u la te D efo rm atio n T en so r. Two-dimensional deformation glyphs are visualized
using the Display module, D isp lay B o d y F u n c to rs file, D isp lay B o d y D efo rm atio n class.
When foam is subjected to stress, bubbles deform (elastic deformation) and move past each
other (plastic deformation). Domain experts are interested in the distribution of the plasticity
which is indicated by the location of topological changes. A topological change is a neighbor
swap between four neighboring bubbles. In a stable configuration, bubble edges meet 3-way
at 120° angles. As foam is sheared, bubbles move into an unstable configuration, in which
edges m eet 4-way, then quickly shift into a stable configuration. Topological changes for the
current time step or for all time steps are visualized with glyphs (or spheres) of configurable
color and size showing the location of the topological change (Figure 5.4). Topological changes
are parsed either from a separate file or from variables inside the .d m p file by the overloaded
function S im ulation: :P a rs e T Is . They are stored in the S im u latio n object.
The forces and the torque acting on objects are computed by the simulation code and stored
in the simulation data. Each force acting on an object is represented as an arrow that starts in
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the center of the object and has length proportional to the magnitude of the force.
For the falling discs simulation, the interplay of the network and pressure forces rotate one
disc around the other. We provide a user option that displays the difference between the forces
acting on the leading disc and forces acting on the trailing disc. This difference allows us to
better analyze the causes of the rotation as there is a direct correspondence between the forces
displayed on the screen and the movement of the disc (Figure 5.6b right).
The torque T rotating an object around its center is displayed as a force F acting off-center
on the object t = r x f , where r is the displacement vector from the center o f the object to
the point at which the force is applied. The distance |r| is a user-defined parameter, Foam Vis
calculates the appropriate value of F to keep the torque constant (Figure 5.6b left).
The forces and torques acting on objects are read from the simulation files, from variable
names passed as parameters either from command line or from the .ini file. Variable names
that store forces and torques are passed as parameters in Data, F o rce N am esO n e O b ject
class while the forces and torques are stored in Data, F o rce O n eO b jec t in the F oam object.
Forces are displayed using F o rce A v era g ex D isp lay O n e T im e S tep 1 for OpenGL views or
using P ip e lin e A v erag e3 D ::createO b je ct A c to r for VTK views.

4.5 Bubble paths
A bubble path is determined by connecting the center of bubbles with the same ID in consecutive
time steps. Figure 5.3 shows a pattern of bubbles traversing loops revealed by a bubble paths
visualization.
Bubble paths are stored in a processing step after parsing by calling S im ula
tio n ::C ach eB odiesA longT im e and they are displayed in Display, D isp lay B u b b leP ath s.

4.6 Time-Average of a Simulation Attribute
Bubble-scale simulations can be too detailed for observing general foam behavior and topologi
cal changes generate large fluctuations in attribute values that hide the overall trends. A good
way to smooth out these variations is to calculate the average of the simulation attributes over all
time steps, or over a time window before the current time step. The time window is a parameter
set by the user. We compute the average for the entire simulation (Figure 3.7) if there are no
dynamic objects interacting with the foam. In this case, at a high level of detail, there is no
difference between different time steps in the simulations. For simulations that include dynamic
objects interacting with the foam (Figure 5.5, 5.6) a smaller time window is appropriate, as
objects may traverse transient states that have to be analyzed independently.
Time-averages of several 2D foam simulation attributes are stored in A ttrib u te A v e rages2D and are referenced from W id g etG l. A pixel-based time-average of one simulation
attribute is computed by S calarA verage, V ectorA verage and T ensorA verage for scalars,
vectors and tensors. M ost of this computation is done in the base class Im ageB ase A ver age
(Figure 4.4). Displaying an average of attributes is done by the graphics card fragment shader
1This function would better fit in the Display m odule, as this would separate the data from its display. W e plan
address this issu e in future work.
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using A v e ra g e ln te rfa c e x A v e ra g e R o ta te A n d D isp la y 1 overwritten for each attribute type.
For 3D simulations, unstructured grid data is converted to regular grid data and is cached in files
inside .foam vis folder using F oam ::S aveR egularG rid. This is done in the processing step
after parsing S im u latio n : :P reprocess. Time-averages of several 3D foam simulation attributes
are stored in A ttrib u te A v e ra g e s3 D and are referenced from W id g etV tk . A time-average
for one attribute, for all types of attributes, is computed by R eg u larG rid A v erag e and dis
played using a VTK pipeline created by P ip e lin e A v erag e3 D ::createS calar A ver age A cto r
and P ip e lin e A v erag e3 D ::createV elo city G ly p h A cto r for scalars and respective vectors.

4.7

Topological changes kernel density estimate (KDE)

Topological changes, in which bubbles change neighbors, indicate plasticity in a foam. Domain
experts expect that their distribution will be an important tool for validating simulations. Simply
rendering the position o f each topological change suffers from over-plotting, so it may paint
a misleading picture o f the real distribution. We compute a KDE for topological changes
(Figure 5.5, Figure 5.11).
T ls KDE is computed using the average framework (Figure 4.4) (T 1K D E 2D or
R e g u larG rid A v erag e classes for 2D or 3D foam simulation).
For 2D simulations,
for each topological change in a time step, a Gaussian is added to the average using
T lK D E 2 D ::w rite S te p V a lu e s. For 3D simulations, a Gaussian determined by a topological
change in a time step is returned by S im u la tio n ::G e tT lK D E . This Gaussian added to the
current average in R eg u larG rid A v erag e::O p S te p .

4.8

Histograms

We provide both a histogram o f bubble attribute values over one time step and over all time
steps. To facilitate data analysis, our histogram is configurable. The user can choose a m ax
imum height, logarithmic or linear height scale and uni-color or color-coded display using
H isto g ra m S e ttin g s dialog. Histograms are also used in selection and filtering of data based
on attribute value and in color-map clamping used for selecting features o f interest in the
data. These interactions are described in detail in Section 4.10. Histograms are displayed by
V iew ,W id g etH istogram . Histograms notify the C ontroller when scalar selection has changed
using W id g etH isto g ra m : :S electionC hanged.

4.9

Multiple linked-views

Foam scientists wish to understand what triggers certain behavior in foam simulations. Foam
behavior is determined by many simulations attributes so the ability to see different attributes at
the same time and to understand how different attributes relate to one another is very important.
At the same time, to understand the influence that simulation parameters have on foam behavior,
foam scientists would like to analyze and compare related simulations. Both these requirements
are addressed using multiple linked views. We provide up to four different views. For maximum
flexibility, each view can depict a different simulation attribute, a different visualization or even
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a different simulation. Each view uses its own color-bar and can show the navigation context.
Each of the three widgets used to show data (W idgetG l, W id g e tV tk and W id g etH isto g ra m )
can display up to four views. These three classes are derived from W id g etB ase which provides
view related functionality; WidgetBase is derived from B ase which provides access to data and
program status (Figure 4.7).
To set up optimal views to analyze data, users can copy viewing transformations (WidgetXXX::CopyTransformFromSlot where XXX is G1 or Vtk) and color mapping between views
depicting the same attribute (M ainW indow ::C opyC olorM apX X X where XXX is Scalar or
Velocity).
The two halves option facilitates visual comparison o f two related foam simulations (Fig
ure 3.7). It visualizes related simulations that are assumed to be symmetric with respect to one
of the main axes. While the same information can be gathered by examining the two simulations
in different views, the two halves view may facilitate analysis as images to be com pared are
closer together and it is useful for presentation as it saves space. This type o f visualization
was previously performed manually by domain experts. This option is only available for 2D
simulations in W id g etG l. It is set using S ettings::S etT w oH alvesV iew .
We provide three connection operations [WGK10] between views: one linked-selection
connection and two linked-time connections. The linked-selection connection works by showing
data selected in one view in other views. This is used to see, for instance, the elongation of
high pressure bubbles or both pressure and elongation for bubbles involved in a topological
change. This connection works by copying the selection in one view in any other view using
V iew S ettin gs: :C opySelection.
The first linked-time connection works by having each view linked to the same time step, as
foam scientists want to analyze several attributes at the same time to understand foam behavior
influenced by those attributes. The linked-time connection is set to independent time or linked
time using S ettin g s::S etT im eL in k ag e. The second linked-time connection, linked-time with
event synchronization, is described next. In simulations that involve dynamic objects interacting
with foam, we may want a similar event in both simulations to be visualized at the same time
so that behavior up to that event can be compared and analyzed together. W hen comparing
the falling discs with the falling ellipse simulations, the ellipse and the discs start in similar
configurations. The main axis of the ellipse and the line connecting the center of the two discs
are horizontal. We want the ellipse and the discs to reach intermediate configurations and the
stable configuration at the same time. These configurations are defined in terms o f the angle
that the m ajor axis of the ellipse and the line connecting the centers of the two discs make
with gravity. For instance, an angle for the intermediate configuration could be 45° while the
angle for the stable configuration is 0°. A new event for the current view and current time
is added using S ettin g s::A d d L in k ed T im eE v e n t. All views that use linked-time with event
synchronization have to have the same number of events. This technique splits simulation times
in intervals - an interval before each event and an interval after the last event. For each interval
before an event, one simulation will run at its normal speed (the simulation with the longest
interval as returned by S ettin g s::G etL in k ed T im eM a x In terv a l), all other simulations will
be “slowed down” using S e ttin g s::G e tL in k e d T im e S tre tc h . Simulations will run at normal
speed for the time-interval after the last event. Using this approach, related events occur at the
same linked time in all simulations, facilitating their comparison as well as the comparison of
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their temporal context. Figure 5.5, 5.6 use linked-time with event synchronization feature. The
complete interface for using the linked-time with event synchronization is in class S ettin g s,
member group Time and LinkedTime.

4.10 Interaction
Interaction with the data is an essential feature of our application.
Navigation is used to select a subset of the data to be viewed, the direction o f view, and
the level of detail [WGK10]. We provide the following navigation operations: rotation around
a bounding box center for specifying the direction o f view, and translation and scaling for
specifying the subset o f data and the level of detail. Navigation operations are implemented
in the W id g e tG l views in m o u seP ressE v e n t and m ouseM oveE vent. These operations are
provided by the VTK library in the W id g e tV tk views. A navigation context (Figure 5.3 left)
ensures that the user always knows its location and orientation during exploration of the data.
Focus and context related settings are in V iew S ettin g s, C o n te x t view member group.
We can select a n d /o r filter bubbles and center paths based on three distinct criteria: based
on bubble IDs (W id g etG l::S electB o d iesB y Id s), to enable data to be related to the simulation
files and for debugging purposes; based on location of bubbles (W id g etG l:: m o u seP ressE v e n t
and W id g etG l::m o u seM o v eE v en t), to analyze interesting features at certain locations in the
data; and based on an interval of attribute values specified using the histogram tool (Fig
ure 4.6) (The histogram sends W id g etH isto g ra m : :selec tio n C h an g ed signal which is han
dled in M ain W in d o w ::S electio n C h an g ed F ro m H isto g ram ). A composite selection can be
specified using both location and attribute values.
Selected bubbles or center paths constitute the focus o f our visualization, and the rest of
the bubbles or center paths provide the context [Hau06]. The context of the visualization is
displayed using user-specified semi-transparency, or it can be hidden altogether.
E ncoding operations are variations of graphical entities used in a visualization that em
phasize features o f interest [WGK10]. We provide encoding operations to change the color
map used, to specify the range o f values used in the color map and to adjust the opacity of
the visualization context. Selection o f the interval used in color-mapping is guided by the
histogram tool (Figure 3.16) (the implementation is in E d itC o lo rM a p ). This provides essential
information for selecting an interval that reveals features of interest.
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Figure 4 .1: Foam Vis UML Component Diagram. The P arser parses simulation data and stores
it in memory. FoamVis uses the Model-View-Controller design pattern to separate the data and
program state (M odel), the presentation (View), and the interaction with the user (C ontroller)
in three different components. The UI provides user interface controls and classes and the
Display provides display and visualization algorithms.
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which stores derived time-average of simulation attributes, and Settings which stores program
state.
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Figure 4.3: E lem en t class Inheritance Graph. This class stores a vector of attributes that can be
attached to bodies (bubbles), faces, edges, and vertices. This diagram also shows the three types
of edges represented in Foam Vis: regular (Edge) edges that have a begin and an end vertex,
quadratic edges (Q u a d raticE d g e ) that have an additional middle vertex, and constraint edges
(C o n stra in tE d g e ) that are described using a begin vertex, an end vertex and a curve f ( x , y , z )
on which the edge lies.
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Figure 4.4: A v erag eln terface Inheritance Graph. This class provides the interface for updating
an average of attributes. A ttrib u te A v e ra g e s stores an average of many simulation attributes.
A verage provides common computation for averages of forces (ForceA verage), 2D simulation
attributes (Im ageB asedA verage) and 3D simulation attributes (R egularG ridA verage). Twodimensional averages include scalars (ScalarA verage), vectors (V ectorA verage), tensors
(T ensorA verage) and kernel density estimates (T 1K D E 2D ).
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Figure 4.5: The B row seS im ulations dialog which allows the user to view related simulations
and select simulations of interest for individual analysis or comparison.
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Chapter 5

Results
“Painting does what we cannot do - it brings a three-dimensional world into a
two-dimensional plane.”
- Chuck Jones (1912-2002)1
Our tool is developed in close collaboration with the foam scientists who design and run
these simulations. We present case studies describing the way in which they use Foam Vis, and
the insights that they gain.

5.1

High velocity bubbles outside the constrictions are caused by
T1 events

An unexpected behavior of the foam detected in the simulations and shown by our visualizations
is that the largest velocities are exhibited not when foam moves through the constriction but at
what first appears as seemingly random times and positions (Figure 5.1).
For this reason the color bar is clamped at about one tenth of the total velocity magnitude
range. Previously, foam scientists hypothesized that those high velocities are caused by topolog
ical changes (Tls). We can now verify this hypothesis by matching T1 positions with positions
o f high velocity bubbles. Figure 3.16 shows, by using the velocity magnitude histogram, that
only a few bubbles have very high velocity magnitude and determine the upper limit of the
velocity magnitude range.

5.2

Why does one disc initially descend quicker than the other?

An im portant question foam scientists wish to answer relates to what triggers the interaction
between the two discs in the simulation of sedimenting discs. That is, why does one disc initially
descend quicker than the other? In Figure 5.2 top, we see that the disc on the right trails the
1Charles Martin ’’Chuck” Jones was an animator, cartoon artist, screenwriter, producer, and director o f animated
film s, m ost m em orably o f L oon ey Tunes and M errie M elo d ies shorts for the W am er Bros. C artoons studio.
(W ikipedia)
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Figure 5.1: High velocity bubbles outside the constriction are caused by T1 events (green dots).
Time steps t=62, t=63 for the simulation of foam flow through a constriction. Bubbles are
color-mapped to velocity magnitude. The color bar is clamped to about one tenth of its range
to highlight the high velocity in the constriction area. The highest velocities are caused by T1
events.

disc on the left as a result of the initial arrangement of the surrounding bubbles. For / = 0, the
network force acts downwards for the disc on the left while the pressure force is negligible.
However, both network and pressure forces act upwards for the disc on the right. The difference
in the network force exerted on each disc is due to the different distribution of films in contact
with each disc. Similarly, the difference in the pressure force exerted on each disc is due to the
differences in the shapes of bubbles in contact with each disc. As a result, the disc on the right
is left behind. It is the initial configuration of the foam that decides which disc gets left behind
(the disc on the right in the case shown).
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5.3. Why is a terminal separation o f roughly two bubble diameters attained between the two
discs?

5.3 Why is a terminal separation of roughly two bubble
diameters attained between the two discs?
To answer this question, we investigate the shape of bubbles between the discs once they have
reached this separation. Using a sliding time window average o f bubble elongation over 10
iterations, we observe a competition between the effects imposed by each disc on the foam. We
expect bubbles in front o f the trailing disc to be compressed and bubbles in the wake o f the
leading disc to be stretched, so their elongation is high in both cases. However, it can be seen in
Figure 5.2 bottom-left that the competition between the stresses applied by each disc results in a
lower than expected deformation of the foam occurring between the two discs. This competition
results in the bubbles in-between the two discs remaining (roughly speaking) undeformed. As
a result, the forces experienced by each disc become similar. A terminal separation o f two
bubbles is attained between the two discs, although why this is two and not, say, one or three is
a question to which we will return in future work.

5.4 Why do discs drift laterally as they sediment?
To gain insight into this question, we consider how the pressure and elongation field of the foam
evolves as the discs descend. It could be seen from previous visualizations of individual time
steps that the pressure field is not symmetric during the rotation o f the two discs about one
another. This is validated by images produced using im age-based statistical calculation and
visualization, the sliding time window and stationary body features in Foam Vis (Figure 5.2 mid
dle and bottom). Here, it is observed that a region of higher pressure occurs to the right of both
discs during their descent. The deformation of the foam is such that bubble pressures contribute
to the drift of the discs as they sediment.
We can also observe that the network force initially contributes to forcing the rear disc to
move laterally (Figure 5.2 middle-left). However, once the discs have moved closer to their
stable orientation, it is the pressure force that is driving the lateral drift (Figure 5.2 bottom).

5.5

Pattern of bubbles traversing loops

For two discs sedimenting through a foam, our paths visualization shows that bubbles traverse
loops to provide space for the descending discs. This behavior is not observed in standard
visualizations used by the domain scientists. Figure 5.3 left shows bubble paths color-mapped to
velocity along the Y axis, with orange showing downward velocity and purple showing upward
velocity. The orange area o f high velocity along the Y direction shows the paths o f the two
discs, and the black rectangle marks the region magnified in the right image. A loop consists of
a downward segment (colored orange) and an upward loop (colored purple). A bubble traverses
the downward segment as a descending disc approaches it. Then it traverses the upward loop as
the disc passes by it. The bubble avoids the falling disc and then fills the space that it leaves.
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5.6

What is the effect of varying the shape of the constricted
channel on the elastic and plastic deformation in a flowing
foam?

Figure 3.7 shows the deformation, averaged over the entire duration of the simulations, using
the two halves view. Here, we visualize the elastic response of the foam and how it is affected
by the roundness o f the com ers o f the constriction. Rounding the com ers results in reduced
elastic deformation of the foam. In the square-constriction, foam is highly compressed both
upstream, as bubbles are pushed against the wall, as well as downstream, as bubbles detach from
the wall. This does not occur to the same extent in the rounded-constriction (independent of
the length of the constricted region). An area where bubbles are not deformed can be observed
just downstream from the constriction in both simulations. Here bubbles move from an area
where they are deformed flow-wise (inside the constriction) to an area where they are deformed
span-wise (downstream from the constriction).
Comparing Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.14 shows that only in the square constriction are the
bubbles attached to the wall downstream of the constriction significantly stretched, which gives
rise to a higher density o f topological changes as they occasionally detach. In the rounded
constriction, the bubbles slide around the wall (Figure 3.8), do not get stretched, and do not
trigger topological changes.
As the original Foam Vis provided only a visualization for the deformation scalar and
locations of topological changes, this analysis would have been difficult. The deformation scalar
does not indicate the direction in which bubbles are deformed and the direct visualization of
topological changes suffers from over-plotting.

5.7

Do we have circulation and regions of stagnated flow in a
constriction?

There have been a number of studies of foam flow through a constriction (see the review of Jones
et al. [JDS+ 11]), but none have ever found recirculation. Most recently, Jones and Cox [JC12]
examined both long-time averages and instantaneous vector plots of the velocity and concluded
that vortices were not present in any of the different constriction geometries that they examined.
A subset of this data was re-examined using FoamVis, which offers the possibility to easily
change the time-window over which the velocity field is averaged and can show streamlines to
facilitate observation of recirculatory behavior for one time step. As Figure 5.4a shows, over
intermediate time-scales (here 50 time-steps) recirculation appears to occur. However, only
a few individual time steps show recirculation, and here it is caused by topological changes
(Figure 5.4b). So the effect of the time average is to dilute this circulatory motion, but clearly
it does not completely do so. Further, Figure 5.4c shows that an individual step can show
recirculation in the absence of topological changes, a surprising and potentially significant
finding, although the bubble velocities are very small. Because simulations are quasi-static, i.e.
foam is at equilibrium in each time step, a topological change in previous time steps cannot
determine circulatory motion in the current time step. Because the circulation motion does not
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5.8. Can we approximate the sedimenting-discs behavior with the sedimenting ellipse
behavior?
persist for many time steps bubble paths or pathlines/streaklines do not show it.
In the rounded constriction, there is much less recirculation, which is presumably related to
the decrease in the density of topological changes.
This new finding stimulates further questions. With access to more data, we hope to be able
to answer questions about circulations’ persistence when parameters such as bubble size and
polydispersity and constriction shape are varied.
The velocity field visualization (Figure 3.8) shows clear differences between the flow in
both geometries. The “dead zones” from the foam are only visible in the top com ers of the
square-constriction as dark purple regions. Rounding the comers results in the disappearance of
these stagnated bubbles.

5.8

Can we approximate the sedimenting-dlscs behavior with the
sedimenting ellipse behavior?

We probe a foam ’s response to the sedimentation of solid objects with the aim of being able to
predict the path and residence time o f an object in a foam. This has application in industrial
processes such as froth flotation for ore separation. We consider the sedimentation of two
interacting circular discs and an ellipse in a dry monodisperse foam.
The interaction between two circular discs sedimenting in a dry foam is such that they reach
a stable configuration in which they are directly above one another and separated by (roughly)
two bubbles. Thus when discs are initially side-by-side in the foam, they rotate about one
another into this stable configuration. They interact in this way as long as they are within a
critical separation o f each other. The critical separation is dependent on whether the region
where topological changes are concentrated around each disc are merged [DC09]. We wish to
understand the extent to which this result can be related to the similar but simpler result; that
of a sedimenting ellipse in a foam. An ellipse that is initially horizontal in the foam rotates so
that it becomes vertical during sedimentation. The main driving force behind this process is
the torque exerted on the ellipse by the films as they bunch up at an off-center position on the
ellipse’s boundary [DC 10].
Figure 5.5a shows how the flow o f foam is sim ilar when the orientations o f the objects
match each other. We note that bubbles in-between the two discs are moving at a high velocity,
with the discs. We previously noted that this is a region in the foam where bubble deformation
is lower than expected (Section 5.3). We also note that compared to regions such as the wake of
the trailing disc and in front of the leading disc, fewer topological changes occur between the
discs (Figure 5.5b). As a result, the foam behaves (mainly) as an elastic solid in between the
two discs. This results in the two discs behaving as a single object in the foam. In this case, one
would expect the two discs to behave similar to a longer object such as an ellipse.
The elastic deformation (Figure 5.6) caused to the foam by both types of objects has some
similarities: Regions o f high deform ation appear in the wake (where bubbles are stretched
vertically) and in front of the objects (where they are squeezed horizontally). The pressure field
is also very similar in both cases (Figure 5.6). For example, Figure 5.6a left shows a region of
high pressure mainly on the right side underneath the ellipse which contributes to the drift of
the ellipse toward the left wall. Similarly, for the two discs (Figure 5.6a right), the pressure is
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higher underneath the right hand disc resulting in a greater pressure drag being exerted on it,
which contributes to the initial faster descent of the disc on the left.
However, there are also clear differences: For the ellipse, the region of high deformation in
the wake is always positioned at the highest point of its boundary. Once it is tilted slightly from
its initial orientation (due to the disorder of the foam) this region moves to an off-center position.
Films become bunched up together here and contribute to a large network force that drives the
rotation (Figure 5.6b left). Note here that a smaller pressure force opposes the rotation of the
ellipse. This is a different mechanism to what is driving the rotation of one disc around the other.
The force difference tool (see Figure 5.6b right) shows that both the network and the pressure
forces contribute to the rotation of one disc around the other.
The objects continue to rotate into their stable configuration and once they become oriented
so that they are vertically aligned, both the pressure and deformation fields become symmetric
(see Figure 5.6c). The stability of these orientations is confirmed by the force visualizations:
the resultant torque on the ellipse and force difference on the discs are each close to zero. The
combined visualizations shown in Figure 5.6 allow us to probe the different contributions of
network and pressure forces on these two similar results.
To fully understand the sedimenting-discs simulation, we must collate more simulations
in which the initial separation between the two discs and the disc size as well as the ellipse
eccentricity and size are varied. We know [DC 10] that changing the ellipse’s eccentricity and
size changes its rate of rotation and that changing the disc separation and size affects the rate at
which they rotate around each other [DC09]. We want to know which combination of parameters
results in the most similar behavior for both types of simulation, which would allow us to further
compare and contrast the two simulations.

5.9 New simulation parameters chosen using FoamVis
Noting the similarities between the sedimenting discs and the sedimenting ellipse simulations,
we use Foam Vis to decide on new simulation parameters. Here we aim to predict the size and
shape of the ellipse required to obtain a similar rate of rotation to the two discs in the foam. The
similarities in the flow field for both simulations shown in Figure 5.5a suggest that by choosing
a larger and more eccentric ellipse, we should obtain better matching simulations. We propose
that an ellipse with an area of at least ten times the bubble area and an eccentricity of 0.7 will be
adequate. These parameters are chosen so that the shape of the ellipse can be fitted to cover
the two discs and the elastic region of foam in-between. (In Figure 5.5a, the ellipse has an area
of four times the bubble area and an eccentricity of 0.8.) The larger, more eccentric ellipse
experiences a greater torque [DC 10] in the foam and therefore rotates at a greater rate during
sedimentation.

5.10

Topological change trails for the falling disc (2D) and falling
sphere (3D) simulations

In a two-dimensional foam, a T1 occurs when two bubbles approach one another and two move
apart. A bubble edge shrinks to zero length, forming an unstable vertex at which four edges
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meet. This is energetically unstable (Plateau’s laws [CCAE+ 13]), and immediately dissociates
into two vertices separated by a new edge. The two bubbles that were initially neighbors move
apart, and the two approaching bubbles become neighbors. We represent each of these events as
a point on Figure 5.8 left.
In a three-dimensional foam, the situation is more complicated. Bubbles have more degrees
of freedom when they move, and there are different cases that we must consider. Firstly, there
are two “standard” T ls:
1. if a bubble edge shrinks to zero length in 3D, then the resulting unstable vertex is replaced
by a small triangular face (soap film); following Brakke [sur04], we refer to this as an
edge_to_tri transition;
2. alternatively, if a small triangular face shrinks to zero area, then the resulting unstable
vertex is replaced by a short edge; we refer to this as an edge_to_tri transition;
3. a further T l, in which a rectangular face shrinks to zero area and is replaced by another
rectangular face, perpendicular to the first one, can be viewed as a composition of the
above two topological changes; we refer to it as a quad_to_quad transition;
4. there are also two topological changes that we use to ensure that the topology of the
tessellation remains an accurate representation o f foam structure, for example if the
structure is such that none of the above changes complete correctly: firstly, an edge may
acquire more than three faces attached to it (violating another of Plateau’s laws), in which
case we perform a pop_edge transition to introduce a rectangular face;
5. secondly, a vertex may become attached to more than four edges (violating the 3D version
of Plateau’s first law), in which case we perform a pop_vertex transition to introduce a
new edge joining two vertices.
We represent each of these T ls with a different color sphere, see e.g. Figure 5.8 right.
Fig 5.8 shows good agreement between the 2D and 3D datasets. Both simulations display a
trail of T ls within close proximity of the path of the falling object. This demonstrates where the
foam has been deformed the most, or “fluidized”, by the influence of the solid object.
The disc in 2D seems to have a more wide ranging effect on the foam than in 3D. This may
be the result of the 3D foam being too small for a more fair comparison here. The 3D small
sample means that the foam m ight be over constrained. The bubbles have nowhere to go out
of the way of the sphere and will therefore just stay in front of the sphere and move with it. A
surprising feature of the simulation discovered using our software is that there are no tri_to_edge
topological changes. Through investigation, domain experts realized that the order in which
tests for deciding which different types of topological changes are applied matter. In particular,
tri_to_edge and quad_to_quad types o f topological changes are exclusive, you get one or the
other depending on which you test first. Note this is a feature of the simulation, it is not known
which types or what is the distribution of different types of topological changes that happen in
real foam. These are interesting questions for future foam research.
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5.11

Bubble loops in 3D

This visualization confirms for domain scientists that, as in 2D, bubbles traverse loops in 3D
in an axisymmetric way to provide space for the descending sphere. Figure 5.9-right shows
a bubble and the sphere paths color-mapped to velocity along the Y axis, with blue showing
downward velocity and red showing upward velocity. A loop consists of a downward segment
(colored blue) and an upward loop (colored red). A bubble traverses the downward segment as
the descending sphere approaches it. Then it traverses the upward loop as the sphere passes by it.
The bubble avoids the falling sphere and then fills the space that it leaves. The loops get smaller
as the distance of the bubbles to the sphere gets larger. A future direction of investigation for
domain experts, triggered by our visualization, is to use the loop size to determine the distances
to which the sphere influences the foam.
In Figure 5.10 we see that essentially the same thing is happening both in 2D and 3D. For
the 3D case, it is not quite as smooth due to the small size of the simulation. We see a circulation
flow either side of the disc in 2D and all around the sphere in 3D. This is the result of the volume
constraint for both simulations.

5.12

KDE for topological changes around the falling disc (2D)
and falling sphere (3D) simulations

Applying a KDE visualization for topological changes around the falling sphere yielded a
surprising result: a density sphere centered just above the falling object, instead of the pear
shape that we got for a 2D simulation of a falling disc (Fig 5.1 lb). We investigate possible
causes and we discover that certain time steps have a large number of topological changes
occurring approximately at the same position - on top of the falling sphere. Note that the
maximum value in the color bar for 3D is 36 which denotes the maximum number of topological
changes that occur in one time step. Repeated topological changes occurring on top of the falling
sphere dominate the final result. These topological changes are an artifact of the quasi-static
approximation, which allows faces or edges to repeatedly undergo a T1 and then a “reverse” T1
during convergence. Our collaborators investigate ways in which to eliminate this artifact, for
example by introducing dissipation.

5.13

Topological changes cause high velocity bubbles

Previously, foam scientists hypothesized that high velocities are caused by topological changes
(T ls) and we were able to verify that this is the case in 2D. We can now verify this hypothesis in
3D by matching T1 positions with positions of high velocity bubbles. The disordered directions
of the arrows in Figure 5.12 right is a result of the topological change. Space left by bubbles
moving away from each other close to the topological change (red arrows moving in opposite
directions) is filled by bubbles in close proximity (smaller blue arrows pointing upwards).
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5.J3.

T opological ch an ges cau se high velo city bu bbles

Figure 5.2: Three time steps in the sedimenting-discs simulation: (top) Beginning of the
simulation t = 0. (middle) The discs rotate about one another, t — 43; (bottom) Behavior near
the end of the simulation, where the stable orientation of the discs is approached, t = 246. Each
time step contains two views: with bubbles color-mapped to elongation (blue-red palette) and
pressure (blue-tan palette). For time steps t = 43 and t = 246 we show a sliding time window
average over 10 iterations for both scalar fields and forces. The stationary disc is marked with a
black circle and the moving disc is marked with a yellow circle. We use black for the network
force, yellow for the pressure force and green for the resultant force (pressure + network force)
that acts on a disc. Note the incorrect average calculation around the moving disc (yellow circle)
with high velocity (middle).
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Figure 5.3: Pattern of bubbles traversing loops not previously observed by domain experts. The
bubbles paths are color-mapped to velocity along Y, with orange indicating descent and purple
indicating ascent. The left image shows the bubble paths over the entire simulation. The red
area shows paths of the two discs. The black rectangle shows the region that is magnified in the
right image.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Velocity is shown with glyphs of the same size. An average over 50 time steps is
computed, for both velocity vectors and velocity magnitude, t = 4 4 1 . The visualization shows
apparent circulation of bubbles within the square-constriction flow (bottom-left and top-right),
(b) Topological changes are shown with green dots, velocity field is shown with streamlines,
t = 4 1 2 . Topological changes cause strong circulation movement, (c) Velocity is shown with
streamlines, t = 4 1 7 . We show circulation of bubbles not caused by topological changes, a
result never presented before. For all figures velocity magnitude is color-mapped (orange is for
high and purple is for low velocity magnitude).
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Figure 5.5: Sedimenting-ellipse versus sedimenting discs, (a) Visualization of velocity average,
time window of 30 time steps, around the ellipse and the two discs, that uses the linked time
with event synchronization feature (the ellipse and the two discs reach orientations 0° 30°,
60° and 90° in the same time). Velocity is displayed using glyphs and velocity magnitude is
also color-mapped (with orange for high and purple for low velocity magnitude). The foam
between the discs moves at high velocity with the discs which creates a similar velocity field as
for the falling ellipse, (b) Few topological changes (T ls) occur between the discs, so foam in
that region behaves mainly as an elastic solid. Topological changes around the ellipse and the
two discs (Section 3.3.3.1), over the entire duration of the simulations, visualized using KDE.
Images use the show rotation option to render the rotation context for the ellipse and the discs.
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Figure 5.6: Sedimenting-ellipse versus sedimenting-discs. The linked time with event synchro
nization feature is used to synchronize the rotation of the ellipse and the two discs such that
they reach an orientation of 45° at the same time. Attributes (pressure, deformation and forces)
are averaged over 52 time steps for the ellipse simulation (resulting in an average over 15 time
steps for the two disc simulation). Pressure is color-mapped (tan for high and blue for low
pressure), deformation is shown using ellipses. The force difference between the leading disc
and the trailing disc and the torque on the ellipse is indicated. The network force and torque are
indicated with a black arrow and the pressure force and torque are indicated with a red arrow.
The channel wall can be seen in Figure (b) left and Figure (c) left; Figure (c) bottom shows the
lower, periodic boundary of the foam.
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(a)

t = 36

(b)

t = 37

(c)

t — 38

Figure 5.7: 3D topological change of type tri_to_edge. Bubbles are colored by number of faces
per bubble: (18,15,13,12). The first two images show bubbles just before the topological
change and the third image shows bubbles after the topological change. After the topology
change the number of faces in each bubble changes to (17,16,14,11).
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Figure 5.8: Topological change trails for the falling disc (2D) and falling sphere (3D) simulations.
In 3D, topological changes are represented as spheres colored by the their type.
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Figure 5.9: A bubble path that forms a loop. This behavior was not previously observed in
3D by domain experts. The two views show the falling sphere and the bubble that traverses a
loop. Bubble center is marked with a red dot. The right view shows only edges for the sphere
and bubble and the paths traversed during the simulation. Bubble paths are colored by velocity
along the Y axis, with blue showing downward and red showing upward velocity.
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Vftlocity magnitude Velocity
■ 12.5*02 '
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. , , ,3.0*03

5.7*08

Figure 5.10: Velocity average around the falling disc (2D) versus the falling sphere (3D)
simulations. A similar pattern can be observed in 2D (left view) and 3D (right view). Bubbles
are pushed down by the falling object, they move to the side to make space for it, and then they
fill its space as the object passes them. In the left view we show velocity magnitude scalar and
the velocity vector. In the right view we show the velocity vector colored by velocity magnitude.
Both the scalar and vectors sizes are clamped using the color bars shown in the lower left
corners.
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(a) K D E for on e tim e step: t = 18 left view and t = 21 right view. Isosurface density is 0.5 for the right
view.

OOo-tOO

(b) KDE for all tim e steps. Isosurface density is 0.12 for the right view.

Figure 5.11: KDE around the falling disc versus falling sphere simulations. The maximum
values in the color bar represent the maximum number of topological changes in a time step.
KDE for all time steps (b) shows that, for 3D, topological changes on top of the sphere dominate
the final result. This is caused by topological changes in the same area being triggered repeatedly
in the simulation code, feature discovered using our visualization.
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Figure 5.12: Topological changes cause high velocity bubbles. In the left view we show bubble
velocity and velocity magnitude scalar as well as the position of topological changes at / = 6.
In the right view we show bubble velocity colored by velocity magnitude and the position of
topological changes at t — 12. Note that in both views the velocity (and velocity magnitude) is
clamped because velocities caused by topological changes are much larger than bubble velocities
caused by the falling sphere.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
“To succeed, jum p as quickly at opportunities as you do at conclusions.”
- Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790)1
We described the foam research application area and we presented a new application, called
Foam Vis, that provides various techniques for the exploration, analysis, and visualization
of foam simulation data. Foam Vis can process individual foam simulations, it facilitates
comparison of related simulations and works for both 2D and 3D data. Our tool validates
previous hypothesis and yields a more convenient representation of simulation data. Application
scientists using our tool make new discoveries and gain insight into foam behavior so, we
believe we provide a valuable tool for exploration, visualization and analysis of data in the foam
research community.
There are ample opportunities to continue our work on Foam Vis and visualization of foam
research and we could extend Foam Vis to address questions in other physical sciences that use
Surface Evolver for simulation. Next, we present research directions we would like to pursue in
the future.
Three-dimensional visualization capabilities are a recent addition in Foam Vis. Domain
experts work with many more 2D foam simulations so we focused our work in two-dimensions.
However, 3D simulations are also im portant (see Section 3.1), so we would like to provide
additional 3D visualization tools. Examples include volume visualization for scalars and
visualizations using streamlines for vectors and glyphs for tensors. These extensions are
facilitated by our adoption of the VTK [Inc 10b] visualization framework. Many visualization
algorithms are already implemented and tested in VTK so work would be required only for
integration into Foam Vis.
An interesting direction for future work is to port our visualization tool to ParaView [Inc 10a].
Para View is an open-source, client-server, multi-platform data analysis and visualization appli
cation based on VTK. Data exploration can be done interactively on a desktop, through a web
interface or on a mobile device. While visualization capabilities offered by the ported Foam Vis
would be similar to what we already provide, this work may enhance access to foam research
'B en jam in Franklin w as on e o f the Founding Fathers o f the U nited States. A noted polym ath, Franklin w as a
leading author, printer, political theorist, p olitician, postmaster, scientist, m usician, in ven tor,... (W ikipedia)
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(through the web interface) and provide a more engaging experience for students (through the
mobile interface). The porting work will take advantage of the Para View plug-in architecture
which allows the integration of custom data readers and data processing algorithms (filters) into
the program without the need to recompile it. We will have to provide the P a rse r component
(see Section 4.2) as a ParaView plug-in and implement visualization algorithms using custom
VTK pipelines. Algorithms or techniques that are not available in Paraview/VTK will have to
be integrated as plug-ins.
In Section 2.3 we describe important dynamic behaviors of foam, such as coarsening and
drainage, that are not covered in our case studies. Similarly, problems related to wet foams
and their dynamic behavior are not discussed. Foam Vis can parse, visualize and analyze these
simulations using the provided tools however no questions specific to these simulations were
pursued. This direction of work may yield interesting new inquiries, useful additions to our tool
and increased understanding of foam behavior.
New imaging techniques such as synchrotron tomography have allowed scientists to probe
the internal structure of soft materials such as foams and have led to the availability of imaging
data of foam undergoing coarsening, drainage or rheology. For each data acquisition step, a set
of images taken at parallel and equidistant planes through the foam are provided. Recently, tech
niques to process these images to reconstruct the original soap films were presented [DCL13].
However, the reconstructed bubbles do not have an identity, which means that we cannot track a
bubble from one time step to the next. Tackling this unsolved problem is a promising future
research direction. Bubble IDs together with foam structure would provide similar information
for foam experiments as we have for simulations enabling new ways to compare simulations
with experiments using Foam Vis.
One of the main challenges of using Surface Evolver to simulate dynamic foam processes
is to be able to simulate a sufficiently large number of bubbles to accurately reflect reality.
The most time consuming operation in SE simulations is the computation of the film surface
with minimal energy which is done for each time step (Section 2.4). This computation is done
using gradient descent [Wei 14], an algorithm for finding the nearest local minima of a function
which assumes that the gradient of the function can be computed. Variations of this method
have been parallelized [ZWSL10, NRRW 11]. We believe that speeding-up foam simulations
through parallel gradient descent or other methods is an attractive area of future research. Foam
scientists would be able to produce larger simulations which may advance the state of the art in
foam research and pose new visualization and analysis challenges.
Last, adding support for visualization and analysis of other kinds of Surface Evolver
simulations such as the study of emulsions [RTTD04] or solder in electronic circuits [CC98,
HBL99] is a promising direction of future research.
These new research directions open exciting possibilities for the advancement o f visual
ization and for increasing its contribution to foam research and to the development o f human
knowledge in general.
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